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Abstract
We consider a threshold factor model for high-dimensional time series in which the dynamics
of the time series is assumed to switch between different regimes according to the value of
a threshold variable. This is an extension of threshold modeling to a high-dimensional time
series setting under a factor structure. Specifically, within each threshold regime, the time
series is assumed to follow a factor model. The regime switching mechanism creates structural
change in the factor loading matrices. It provides flexibility in dealing with situations that the
underlying states may be changing over time, as often observed in economic time series and
other applications. We develop the procedures for the estimation of the loading spaces, the
number of factors and the threshold value, as well as the identification of the threshold variable,
which governs the regime change mechanism. The theoretical properties are investigated.
Simulated and real data examples are presented to illustrate the performance of the proposed
method.
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1 Introduction
High-dimensional time series data analysis has drawn attention from many researchers because of
its broad range of applications in many fields. It is a challenging problem due to its complexity and
the larger number of parameters involved. Factor analysis is an effective approach to alleviating
the problem through effective dimension reduction. Specifically, let yt be an observed pˆ 1 time
series t “ 1, . . . , n. The general form of a factor model for time series data is
yt “ Axt ` εt,
where xt “ pxt,1, xt,2, . . . , xt,k0q1 is a set of unobserved (latent) factor time series with dimension
k0 that is much smaller than p, the matrix A is the loading matrix of the common factors, the
term Axt can be viewed as the signal component of the vector time series yt, and εt is an error
process or an idiosyncratic component. The dimension reduction is achieved in the sense that,
under the model, the co-movement of the p-dimensional process yt is driven by a much lower
dimensional process xt. The loading matrix A reflects the impact of the common factors xt on
the observed process yt.
The general dynamic factor model assumes that the latent factor process xt possesses certain
dynamic structure such as a vector time series structure (Geweke, 1977; Forni and Reichlin, 1998;
Forni et al., 2000; Forni and Lippi, 2001; Bai and Ng, 2002; Stock and Watson, 2002; Forni et al.,
2003, 2004; Stock and Watson, 2005; Hallin and Liska, 2007). It is commonly assumed that the
latent factors should have an impact on most of the series (defined asymptotically). In order to
differentiate the signal component from the error process, strong cross-sectional dependence is
not allowed for tεtu. As a consequence, the noise process tεtu may have weak serial dependence,
i.e. 1n
řn
t“1
řn
s“1 |Epε1tεsq| ă C, where C is a positive constant.
One disadvantage of the above assumptions is that the dynamic component and error process
are not separable when the dimension is finite, since both of them have serial dependence. Another
setting of factor models for time series data has become more popular in the literature. It assumes
that the error process is white noise without serial dependence, i.e., Epε1tεsq “ 0, for t ‰ s.
Consequently the dependence of the observed process yt is completely driven by the common
factors (Pen˜a and Box, 1987; Pen˜a and Poncela, 2006; Pan and Yao, 2008; Chang et al., 2015;
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Liu and Chen, 2016). It ensures that the signal component is identifiable when the dimension
of the panel time series is finite. In addition, the error process is allowed to have strong cross-
sectional correlation. Pen˜a and Poncela (2006) and Lam et al. (2011) developed an approach
that takes advantage of information from the autocovariance matrices of the observed process at
nonzero leads via eigen-decomposition to estimate the factor loading space, and they established
the asymptotic properties as the dimension goes to infinity with sample size. This method is
applicable to non-stationary processes, processes with uncorrelated or endogenous regressors, and
matrix-valued processes; see Chang et al. (2015); Wang et al. (2019). In this paper, we adopt these
assumptions in developing the estimation procedures and the corresponding theoretical properties.
In many applications it is often observed that the loading matrix of a factor model may
vary. For example, the expected market return is an important factor of the expected return of
an asset, according to CAPM theory, and its impact (loading) on any individual asset is often
observed to change depending on whether the stock market is volatile or stable. In economics,
risk-free rate, unemployment, and economic growth are important to all economic activities and
decisions. Again, the behavior of these series may vary under different fiscal policies (neutral,
expansionary, or contractionary) or in different stages of the economic cycle (expansion, peak,
contraction, or trough) (Kim and Nelson, 1998). Liu and Chen (2016) introduced a Markov
switching mechanism to the factor model to capture the changes of the loading matrix. Although
Markov regime-switching models are widely used in economics to describe the varying structure,
it has the drawback of being less interpretable and difficult to forecast.
To address this limitation, we propose a threshold factor model, in which a threshold variable
controls the changes of the loadings in different regimes. Such a model enhances the flexibility in
modeling the underlying regime switching mechanism, and provides a more interpretable structure
and an easier forecasting framework. Threshold models have been extensively studied under the
general framework of autoregressive models (Tong and Lim, 1980; Chen, 1995; Tiao and Tsay,
1989; Tsay, 1998; Forbes et al., 1999), nonlinear models (Petruccelli and Davies, 1986; Gourieroux
and Monfort, 1992; Tong, 1993), and non-stationary models (Zakoian, 1994; Li and Li, 1996;
Balke and Fomby, 1997). In this paper we apply this powerful approach to factor models for
high-dimensional time series.
Specifically, we formally introduce a threshold factor model, propose an estimation procedure
for the loading spaces and the number of factors based on eigen-analysis of the cross moment ma-
trices of the observed process, develop an objective function for the identification of the threshold
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value and the threshold variable, and investigate their theoretical properties. It is shown that even
when the number of factors is overestimated, our estimators are still consistent. Their asymptotic
properties are the same as those when the number of factors is correctly specified.
The paper focuses more on the structural change of the loading matrices and the identification
of switching mechanism. We do not impose a specific dynamic structure on the factors. This
makes our discussion and theory more general, but also limits the prediction ability of the model.
Stationary and nonstationary structures for the factor models can be imposed, similar to those
in Pen˜a and Box (1987); Pen˜a and Poncela (2006), though different estimation procedures will be
needed to take advantage of the structure.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the detailed model set-
ting. In Section 3, estimation procedures are developed and theoretical properties of the proposed
estimators are investigated. Section 4 proposes a three-step procedure for searching and identi-
fying the threshold variable. Simulation results are presented in Section 5, and a real example is
analyzed in Section 6. All detailed proofs are contained in the Appendix.
2 Threshold factor model
We consider the following two-regime threshold factor model for high-dimensional time series here.
Let yt be an observed pˆ 1 time series, and xt be a k0 ˆ 1 latent factor process, t “ 1, . . . , n.
yt “
$&% A1xt ` εt,1 zt ă r0,A2xt ` εt,2 zt ě r0, and εt,i „ Np0,Σt,iq, i “ 1, 2, (1)
where zt is a partially known threshold variable, observable at time t, possibly with a small
number of unknown parameters. The noise process tεt,1, εt,2u is assumed to be pˆ1 uncorrelated
noise processes. tεt,1, εt,2u and xt are uncorrelated with zt given F t´1´8 , where F ji is the σ-field
generated by tpxt, ztq : i ď t ď ju.
The loading matrix is not uniquely defined, since pAi,xtq in (1) can be replaced by pAiUi,U´1i xtq
for any k0 ˆ k0 non-singular matrix Ui, i “ 1, 2. However, MpAiq, the space spanned by the
columns of Ai, is uniquely defined under our assumptions. To estimate the column spaceMpAiq,
we will estimate an orthonormal representative of the space, a pˆ k0 matrix Qi, such that
Q1iQi “ Ik0 , and Ai “ QiΓi, i “ 1, 2, (2)
where Γi is a k0 ˆ k0 non-singular matrix that provides the link between Qi and Ai. Again, due
to ambiguity, Γi is not estimable. In any case, we haveMpQiq “MpAiq. The columns of Qi are
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k0 orthonormal vectors, and the column space spanned by Qi is the same as the column space
spanned by Ai. In (1), we assumeMpA1q ‰MpA2q. Let It,i be the indicator function of regime
i at time t, i.e. It,1 “ Ipzt ă r0q and It,2 “ Ipzt ě r0q. Let
Rt “
2ÿ
i“1
ΓixtIt,i, (3)
The threshold factor model (1) can be written as
yt “
2ÿ
i“1
pQiRt ` εt,iqIt,i, (4)
where Qi are orthonormal matrices.
Our aim is to estimate the loading spaces MpAiq, i “ 1, 2, the number of factors k0, and the
threshold value r0, given the threshold variable. When the threshold variable is unknown, we also
propose a procedure for its identification.
Remark 1. We note that Pen˜a and Box (1987); Forni et al. (2000, 2004); Hallin and Liska
(2007) make specific assumptions about the dynamics of the common factors. With a data gen-
erating process, forecasting becomes possible. More sophisticated and more accurate estimation
procedures can be constructed by fully utilizing the assumed structure. In this paper we do not
specify the dynamic structure for the factor process for several reasons. First, the procedure and
theory become more general and less restrictive hence no additional model checking procedure is
needed for confirming the dynamic structure. Second, we are able to use simple eigen-analysis for
estimation. Third, the regimes bring more ambiguity into the model that makes the identification
of the dynamic structure of the factors model difficult. Of course, without the dynamic structure,
the model loses its forecasting ability, though the results can provide a good start for building a
forecasting model if forecasting is the main objective.
Remark 2. The state-space is divided into two regimes, controlled by the threshold variable
zt. We assume zt is observable at time t. It can be the lag variable of an observed time series.
In a more complicate setting, zt can be partially observable with several unknown parameters.
For example, zt “ β1z1t ` β2z2t where z1t and z2t are observable at time t and βi’s are unknown
parameters. Because zt is observable at time t given the parameters, we know precisely which
regime the process is in at time t, given r0 and βi’s.
Remark 3. Constant terms can be included in model (1) as follows,
yt “
$&% µ1 `A1xt ` εt,1 zt ă r0µ2 `A2xt ` εt,2 zt ě r0 , and εt,i „ Np0,Σt,iq, i “ 1, 2. (5)
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If we combine these terms and loading matrices, model (5) can be written as a threshold factor
model with pk0 ` 1q factors. Specifically, in regime i, when It,i “ 1,
yt “
´
µi Ai
¯ ¨˝ 1
xt
‚˛` εt,i, and εt,i „ Np0,Σt,iq.
Hence, model (5) is a special case of model (1), in which one of the common factor is deterministic.
In order to accommodate this simplified setting, in the eigen-analysis when performing for loading
matrix estimation, we use cross auto-moment matrices, instead of the traditional auto-covariance
matrices.
Remark 4. The threshold factor model (1) provides a different approach from the regime switch-
ing model in Liu and Chen (2016). A typical regime switching model introduces a random switch-
ing mechanism that is not observed. In threshold models, regime switching is observable, given
the observable threshold variable zt and the threshold value r0. It provides easier estimation,
clearer interpretation and better predictability. In all threshold modeling approaches, identifica-
tion of a suitable threshold variable that drives regime switching is the most important modeling
component and is often the most challenging one. We will propose an identification approach that
is easy to use and can screen a large number of potential threshold variables in Section 4.
Remark 5. Note that the two-regime threshold factor model (1) can be written as a one regime
model as
yt “ Aft ` εt, (6)
where A “ rA1 A2s, ft “ px1tIt,1,x1tIt,2q1, and εt “
ř2
i“1 εt,iIt,i.
Although this model seems to be structurally simpler, the switching mechanism is hidden in
the factor dynamics. Due to rotation ambiguity, detecting such changes in the factor process is
much more difficult. Although in our framework we only impose weak conditions on the factors
hence we are able to estimate model (6) even with the hidden structural changes, the results will
not be able to reveal the switching mechanism and the underlying threshold variable, which are
important features of the time series one would like to know. In addition, model (6) uses a larger
number of factors, which makes estimation less accurate and less interpretable.
Another advantage for model (1) is that the factors are allowed to have different ’strengths’
across the regimes, while the estimation of model (6) using that in Lam et al. (2011) works better
with the factors having the same strength. Strength roughly measures the total squared impact
of a factor on the observed time series. A more formal definition is given in Section 3.
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Remark 6. The detection of the existence of switching is an interesting but challenging problem.
Possible approaches include testing the differences in the loading space, or testing the distance
between the two loading spaces is zero. However, under the null hypothesis of no switching,
the threshold value parameter becomes latent which poses technical challenges. A complete and
rigorous study of the problem is out of scope of this paper.
3 Estimation procedure with a given threshold variable
In this section, we first present a procedure to estimate the loading spaces corresponding to a
partition in the form of It,1pr1q “ Ipzt ă r1q and It,2pr2q “ Ipzt ě r2q where r1 ď r2, and show
the asymptotic property of the estimator in the case of r1 ď r0 and r2 ě r0, where r0 is the true
threshold value. Then we propose a procedure for estimating r0 using tentative threshold values
to split the data, along its asymptotic properties. The asymptotic properties of the estimated
loading spaces using the estimated threshold value are also presented.
Here are some notations. For any matrix H, let }H}F and }H}2 denote the Frobenius and
L-2 norms of H, σipHq is the i-th largest singular value of H, and }H}min is the square root of
minimum nonzero eigenvalue of H1H. For a square matrix H, trpHq denotes its trace. We write
a — b, if a “ Opbq and b “ Opaq. We use C to denote a positive constant.
3.1 Initial estimation of the loading spaces with tentative threshold values
Define the generalized second cross moment matrices of yt of lead h in different partitions as
Σx,i,jph, r1, r2q “ 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
Epxtx1t`hIt,ipriqIt`h,jprjqq,
Σy,i,jph, r1, r2q “ 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
Epyty1t`hIt,ipriqIt`h,jprjqq,
for i, j “ 1, 2. Here Σy,1,1ph, r1, r2q is the cross moment matrix of yt and yt`h when both yt and
yt`h are in partition 1 with tzt ă r1u, and Σy,1,2ph, r1, r2q is that when yt is in partition 1 with
tzt ă r1u and yt`h is in partition 2 with tzt`h ě r2u. Σy,2,1 and Σy,2,2 are similar.
Define the sum of a quadratic version of the cross moment matrices of yt,
Mipr1, r2q “
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
Σy,i,jph, r1, r2qΣy,i,jph, r1, r2q1, (7)
for a pre-fixed maximum lead h0, and i “ 1, 2.
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Let qi,kpr1, r2q and ´qi,kpr1, r2q be the pair of unit eigenvectors of Mipr1, r2q corresponding
to its k-th largest eigenvalue. In the following we assume 11qi,kpr1, r2q ą 0 (which is uniquely
defined) and will use it in all our constructions. Define
Qipr1, r2q “ pqi,1pr1, r2q, . . . ,qi,k0pr1, r2qq, (8)
for i “ 1, 2, where k0 is the number of factors in model (1). For simplicity, in the rest of the
paper, if r1 “ r2, notations Σy,i,jph, r, rq, Qipr, rq and Mipr, rq are simplified to Σy,i,jph, rq,
Qiprq, and Miprq. Furthermore, we use Qi and Mi to denote Qipr0q and Mipr0q, where r0 is
the true threshold value. Using the sample version of Σy,i,jph, r1, r2q and Mipr1, r2q, we perform
eigenanalysis of xMipr1, r2q to obtain pQipr1, r2q.
The rationale behind the approach is the following. Let r0 be the true threshold value.
Consider the case that r1 ď r0 and r2 ě r0. Then partition 1 with tzt ă r1u is a subset of data in
Regime 1 and partition 2 with tzt ě r2u is a subset of data in Regime 2. For any integer h ą 0,
it follows from model (1) that
Σy,1,1ph, r1, r2q “ A1Σx,1,1ph, r1, r2qA11, and Σy,1,2ph, r1, r2q “ A1Σx,1,2ph, r1, r2qA12,
under the white noise assumption. In this case,
M1pr1, r2q “ A1
˜
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
Σx,1,jph, r1, r2qA1jAjΣx,1,jph, r1, r2q1
¸
A11.
Then M1pr1, r2q is a positive semi-definite matrix sandwiched by A1. If there exists at least one
1 ď h ď h0 such that Σx,1,1ph, r1, r2q or Σx,1,2ph, r1, r2q is full rank, then M1pr1, r2q has rank k0.
Hence the corresponding Q1pr1, r2q is an orthonormal representative of MpA1q. The results also
hold for M2pr1, r2q.
Let the sample versions of Σ and M be
pΣy,i,jph, r1, r2q “ 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
yty
1
t`hIt,ipriqIt`h,jprjq,
xMipr1, r2q “ h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
pΣy,i,jph, r1, r2qpΣy,i,jph, r1, r2q1. (9)
Let pqi,kpr1, r2q be the eigenvector of xMipr1, r2q corresponding to its k-th largest eigenvalue. MpAiq
can be estimated by {MpAiq “MppQipr1, r2qq,
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where pQipr1, r2q “ ppqi,1pr1, r2q, . . . , pqi,k0pr1, r2qq.
However, when r2 ě r1 ą r0 or r1 ď r2 ă r0, the eigen-space of Mipr1, r2q may not correspond
toMpAiq. For example, if r1 ą r0, the partition It,1pr1q “ 1 contains observations in both regimes
– r0 ď zt ă r1 for Regime 2 and zt ă r0 ă r1 for Regime 1. Hence M1pr1, r2q is not sandwiched
by A1. We will show later that, when r1 and r2 are sufficiently close the r0, the estimated space
using the sample version of Mipr1, r2q is still consistent.
Remark 7. It is tempting not to separate yt`h into two regimes and use
Mipr1, r2q “
h0ÿ
h“1
Σy,iph, r1, r2qΣy,iph, r1, r2q1,
where
Σy,1ph, r1, r2q “ 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
Epyty1t`hIpzt ă r1qq, Σy,2ph, r1, r2q “ 1n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
Epyty1t`hIpzt ě r2qq.
to replace (7). However, if the two loading spaces MpQ1q and MpQ2q are not orthogonal,
cancellation may occur, making the rank of Mipr1, r2q less than the rank of Ai.
Remark 8. Theoretically, MpAiq can be estimated through eigen-decomposition of one of
tΣy,i,jph, r1, r2qΣy,i,jph, r1, r2q1, h “ 1, 2, . . .u, as long as it is full rank. Asymptotically they
converge at the same rate. The reason for using Mipr1, r2q in (7) is that by summing over h,
we do not need to find a particular h to satisfy the condition. Since the strongest correlation
often occurs at smaller leads, a relatively small h0 is usually adopted. The autocorrelation of each
individual yt often provides a good indication of the proper h0 to be used.
To study the asymptotic properties of the estimator, we extend a distance measure of two
linear spaces used in Chang et al. (2015); Liu and Chen (2016). Let S1 be a p ˆ q1 matrix with
rank q1 and S2 be a pˆ q2 matrix with rank q2, where p ě maxtq1, q2u. Let the columns of Oi be
an orthonormal basis of MpSiq, for i “ 1, 2. Define
DpMpS1q,MpS2qq “
ˆ
1´ trpO1O
1
1O2O
1
2q
mintq1, q2u
˙1{2
, (10)
as the distance of the column spaces of S1 and S2. It is a quantity between 0 and 1. It equals
to 0 if MpS1q ĎMpS2q or MpS2q ĎMpS1q, and 1 if MpS1q and MpS2q are orthogonal. The
distance of two linear spaces with the same dimension is defined in Chang et al. (2015); Liu and
Chen (2016). Here (10) is a modified version and takes into consideration the scenario that the
dimensions of two spaces may be different.
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For factor models in high-dimensional cases, it is common to assume that the number of factors
is fixed and the squared L-2 norm of the p ˆ k0 loading matrix Ai grows with the dimension p
(Bai and Ng, 2002; Doz et al., 2011). The growth rate is called the strength of the factors in Lam
et al. (2011); Lam and Yao (2012); Chang et al. (2015); Liu and Chen (2016). Let
}Ai}22 — }Ai}2min — p1´δi , 0 ď δi ď 1.
If δi “ 0, regime i is called a strong regime. If 0 ă δi ă 1, the regime is called a weak regime. If
δi “ 1, the regime is called an extremely weak regime. The strength of the regime measures the
relative growth rate of the amount of information about the common factors xt carried by the
observed process yt, as p increases, comparing to the growth rate of the amount of noise process
in regime i. It is seen that in the following theoretical development that the strength of the regime
plays an important role in estimation efficiency.
Theorem 1. Under Conditions 1-6 in Appendix A.1, when r1 ď r0 and r2 ě r0, if pδ1{2`δ2{2n´1{2 “
op1q and pQ1pr1, r2q and pQ2pr1, r2q estimated using the true k0, it holds that
DpMppQipr1, r2qq,MpQiqq “ Opppδi{2`δmin{2n´1{2q, for i “ 1, 2,
as n, pÑ8, where δmin “ mintδ1, δ2u.
It is clearly not efficient to estimate the loading spaces with only partial observations. In
practice, once the threshold value is estimated, we can use the full data set for the estimation
of loading spaces. The asymptotic properties of the estimators based on the estimated threshold
value will be discussed later in Theorems 3 and 5.
The convergence rates shown in Theorem 1 are the same as those in Liu and Chen (2016). It
is worth noting that when the two regimes have different strengths δ1 and δ2, the convergence rate
of the estimator in the stronger regime is the same as that in the one regime case, but the rate
of the weaker regime is faster than that if it is the only regime. In other words, the estimation in
the stronger regime is not hurt by the weaker regime, but the weaker regime gains efficiency from
the stronger regime due to the switching of the process between the two regimes. We call it the
’helping effect’.
3.2 Estimation of the threshold value
Estimation of the threshold value in a threshold model has been extensively studied in univariate
threshold models using least squares or likelihood estimators, including those in Tong and Lim
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(1980); Tsay (1989); Chan and Tong (1990); Chan (1993); Caner and Hansen (2004); Chen and So
(2006) and Wu and Chen (2007). Here, we construct an objective function for the estimation of
the threshold value. Since for a given finite sample, the model is not distinguishable for all values
between two adjacent observations of zt as its threshold value, we follow the standard approach
and assume that the threshold value takes on a finite number of possible values in the set of all
observed zt. Our method is to traverse all of these possible threshold values and find the best one
that optimizes the objective function.
When r is used as the tentative threshold value to split the data into two subsets with tzt ă ru
and tzt ě ru, we define the objective function
Gprq “
2ÿ
i“1
›››Bi1MiprqBi›››
2
“
2ÿ
i“1
››› h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
Bi
1Σy,i,jph, rqΣy,i,jph, rq1Bi
›››
2
, (11)
where Bi is a p ˆ pp ´ k0q matrix for which pQi,Biq forms a p ˆ p orthonormal matrix with
Q1iBi “ 0 and B1iBi “ Ip´k0 . MpBiq is the orthogonal complement space of MpQiq, for i “ 1, 2.
Note that although Bi is not uniquely defined and subject to any orthogonal transformation, Gprq
is invariant under such transformations. The function Gp¨q measures the sum of the squared norm
of the projections of the cross moment matrices Σy,i,jph, rq onto MpBiq for h “ 1, . . . h0.
If r “ r0 (the true threshold value), the observations in the two subsets identified do belong
to the correct regimes. Then M1 is sandwiched by A1 and M2 is sandwiched by A2. Hence
Gpr0q “
2ÿ
i“1
››››› h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
Bi
1AiΣx,i,jph, r0qA1jAjΣx,i,jph, r0qA1i Bi
›››››
2
“ 0.
If r ‰ r0, one of two subsets contains observations from both regimes. Then the projection
will not be zero. The following proposition formally states that, under mild conditions, we have
Gprq ą 0 for any r ‰ r0.
Proposition 1. Under Conditions 1-9 in Appendix A.1, if r ‰ r0, then Gprq ą 0.
The proof of the proposition is in Appendix A.2.
To obtain the sample version of Gprq, we assume apriori that r0 is in a known region of the
support of zt, r0 P pη1, η2q. Such an assumption is standard in threshold model estimation. Under
this assumption, we can use data corresponding to zt ď η1 and zt ě η2 to obtain estimates for
MpB1q and MpB2q, respectively. Specifically, Bipη1, η2q is estimated by
pBipη1, η2q “ ppqi,k0`1pη1, η2q, . . . , pqi,ppη1, η2qq,
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for i “ 1, 2. By Theorem 1, both of them are consistent. Define
pGprq “ 2ÿ
i“1
›››pBipη1, η2q1xMiprq pBipη1, η2q›››
2
.
We estimate r0 by
pr “ arg min
rPtz1,...,znuŞpη1,η2q pGprq. (12)
Remark 9. In the above procedure we require that there are sufficient samples corresponding
to zt ď η1 and zt ě η2, to ensure the accuracy of the estimated MpBiq, for i “ 1, 2. When the
values of η1 and η2 are not clear, it is possible to use a sequential procedure based on the ranked
sequence of zt, similar to that in Tsay (1989).
Remark 10. An alternative objective function is the likelihood of Biyt. However, we do not
want to involve the structure of the covariance matrices of the noise process which both are pˆ p
matrices. Here we still take advantage of the whiteness assumption of the noise process, and use
the cross moment matrices of yt at nonzero leads.
Theorem 2. Under Conditions 1-9 in Appendix A.1, if pδ1{2`δ2{2n´1{2 “ op1q, with true k0, it
holds that, for any  ą 0,
P ppr ă r0 ´ q ď Cpδ1{2`δmin{2
n1{2
, P ppr ą r0 ` q ď Cpδ2{2`δmin{2
n1{2
,
as n, pÑ8.
Theorem 2 shows that the estimator pr in (12) is consistent under some mild conditions. The
estimation performance depends on the strength of both regimes. If the two regimes are both
strong (δ1 “ δ2 “ 0), the estimation is immune to the curse of dimensionality. However, if at least
one regime is weak, the estimator becomes less efficient as p increases, and would require larger
sample size n for consistency. When the two regimes have different strengths, the probability
that pr falls in the stronger regime is smaller than that in the weaker regime (the one with larger
estimation error). Hence the overall rate of convergence of pr depends on the strength of the weaker
regime.
3.3 Estimation of the loading spaces with estimated threshold value
The final estimation of MpAiq is obtained using pr as the threshold value and the procedure in
Section 3.1. Specifically, we define
pQipprq “ ppqi,1pprq, . . . , pqi,k0pprqq,
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where pqi,kpprq is the unit eigenvector of xMipprq corresponding to its k-th largest eigenvalue, andxMipprq is defined in (9).
Theorem 3 presents the asymptotics of the estimated loading spaces when the estimated
threshold value is used.
Theorem 3. Under Conditions 1-9 in Appendix A.1, if pδ1{2`δ2{2n´1{2 “ op1q and pQ1pprq andpQ2pprq are estimated with the true k0, it holds that
DpMppQipprqq,MpQiqq “ Opppδi{2`δmin{2n´1{2q, for i “ 1, 2,
as n, pÑ8.
Theorem 3 shows that the rates of loading space estimators are the same as that when the
true threshold value is known.
Let st be the signal (or dynamic) part of yt, defined as st “ A1xtIt,1 `A2xtIt,2. Since the
column space of Ai is identifiable only up to a nonsingular transformation across regimes, we
cannot estimate the latent process xt directly, but we have a natural estimator for st and the
latent process Rt with standardized loadings in (3),
pstpprq “ 2ÿ
i“1
pQipprqpQipprq1ytIt,ipprq, pRtpprq “ 2ÿ
i“1
pQipprq1ytIt,ipprq. (13)
3.4 When the number of factors is unknown
In practice, the number of factors k0 is usually unknown. This quantity can be estimated through
a similar eigenvalue ratio estimator used in Lam et al. (2011). Specifically, again we assume r0 is
in a known interval pη1, η2q, and let
pki “ arg min
1ďkďR
pλi,k`1pη1, η2qpλi,kpη1, η2q , for i “ 1, 2, (14)
where pλi,kpη1, η2q is the k-th largest eigenvalue of xMipη1, η2q. We follow Lam and Yao (2012) and
use R “ p{2, under the assumption that k0 ! p.
Corollary 1. Under the Conditions 1-9 in Appendix A.1, if pδ1{2`δ2{2n´1{2 “ op1q, for i “ 1, 2,
as n, pÑ8, it holds that
pλi,k`1pη1, η2q{pλi,kpη1, η2q — 1 for k “ 1, . . . , k0 ´ 1,pλi,k0`1pη1, η2q{pλi,k0pη1, η2q “ Opppδi`δminn´1q.
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Corollary 1 gives the order of the ratios of the estimated eigenvalues, and shows that the
probability of underestimating k0 with (14) goes to zero asymptotically. For k ą k0, the eigen
values λi,k are theoretically zero hence the property of the ratio pλi,k`1{pλi,k is difficult to obtain.
Though the consistency of (14) cannot been confirmed theoretically (Lam and Yao, 2012), the
estimator performs well in numerical experiments (Chang et al., 2015; Liu and Chen, 2016). In
Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 we will show that even when the numbers of factors are overestimated,
the asymptotic properties of the threshold value is the same as that when the numbers of factors
is known. The estimated loading spaces with an overestimated pk0, if restricted to the correct
dimension is also consistent.
Note that the convergence rate of pλi,k0`1pη1, η2q{pλi,k0pη1, η2q is faster in the stronger regime
(smaller δi). Since k0 is common to both regimes, we choose the one identified by the regime with
a larger ’strength’, reflected by the scale of }xMipη1, η2q}2 (Liu and Chen, 2016). Hence, we use
pk “ pkp`, where p`“ arg max
`“1,2 }xM`pη1, η2q}2. (15)
In the following we present the asymptotic properties of the proposed estimators when the
number of factors is not correctly estimated. We will show that if k0 is overestimated, the proposed
method can still estimate the threshold value and loading spaces accurately.
Let pGkprq “ 2ÿ
i“1
››pBi,kpη1, η2q1xMiprq pBi,kpη1, η2q››2,
where pBi,kpη1, η2q “ ppqi,k`1pη1, η2q, . . . , pqi,ppη1, η2qq, for i “ 1, 2. When k0 is unknown, r0 is
estimated by r“ arg min
rPtz1,...,znuŞpη1,η2q pGpkprq.
The loading spaces are estimated using pk as the number of factors and r˜ as the threshold
value. Specifically, rQippk, rq “ ppqi,1prq, . . . , pqi,pkprqq,
where pqi,kprq is the unit eigenvector of xMiprq corresponding to its k-th largest eigenvalue, for
i “ 1, 2.
Theorem 4. Under Conditions 1-10 in Appendix A.1, if pδ1{2`δ2{2n´1{2 “ op1q and k0 ă pk ă
2k0 ´ ν, it holds that
P pră r0 ´ q ď Cpδ1{2`δmin{2
n1{2
, P prą r0 ` q ď Cpδ2{2`δmin{2
n1{2
,
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as n, pÑ8, for  ą 0, where ν “ dimpMpQ1q XMpQ2qq.
Theorem 5 will show that the space spanned by the first k0 columns of rQippk, rq provides
an estimate of MpQiq which converges as fast as MppQipprqq in Theorem 3. Define rQiprq “
ppqi,1prq, . . . , pqi,k0prqq, consisting of the first k0 columns of rQippk, rq.
Theorem 5. Under Conditions 1-10 in Appendix A.1, if pδ1{2`δ2{2n´1{2 “ op1q and k0 ă pk ă
2k0 ´ ν, it holds that
DpMprQiprqq,MpQiqq “ Opppδi{2`δmin{2n´1{2q, for i “ 1, 2,
as n, pÑ8.
Theorems 4 and 5 state that when the number of factors is overestimated, our estimators for
threshold value and the loading spaces are still consistent. Their asymptotic properties are the
same as those when the number of factors is correctly estimated. Of course, when k0 is over
estimated, we lose some efficiency.
4 Searching for threshold variable
When there is no prior knowledge on the threshold variable, a data-driven procedure is needed
in order to search for a suitable one. In standard univariate threshold models, a typical candi-
date pool is the lag variables (Tong and Lim, 1980; Tong, 1990; Chan, 1993; Tong, 1993) and
identification is often done by using model comparison procedures. However, in the high dimen-
sional setting, the candidate pool can very very large hence the trial-and-error approach can be
extremely time consuming, complicated more by the multiple comparison problem at the end.
Here we propose a reverse approach that is closely related to the procedure proposed in Wu and
Chen (2007). Specifically, we propose to follow a three step procedure: classification, screening
and model selection. First, a regime-switching factor model of Liu and Chen (2016) is built to
obtain an initial regime identification for each time t, without engaging the threshold mechanism.
Then the estimated regime identification is screened against all threshold variable candidates in
a possibly very large candidate pool and a small set of candidates is selected by checking whether
a candidate variable will produce regime identifications similar to the estimated identifications
obtained in the classification step. Lastly model comparison procedure is used to select the most
suitable threshold variable among the small subset.
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Classification: Following Liu and Chen (2016), a most likely regime identification pIt P t1, 2u
is obtained for t “ 1, . . . , n, using an iterative procedure of Vertibi algorithm and factor model
estimation. For more details, see Liu and Chen (2016). Slightly different from that in Liu and
Chen (2016), we assume independent switching instead of Markov switching, with prior probability
P pIt “ 1q “ 0.5. Classification step generates initial regime identifications for the next steps.
Although it may not be perfect, it is able to reveal the possible relationship between the observed
series and threshold variable candidates, and thus provide guidelines to narrows down a large
candidates pool.
Screening: It is noted that if a variable zt is indeed the threshold variable and the true threshold
value is r0, then the true regime identification It satisfies It “ 1` Ipzt ě r0q. Let
Qptztuq “ max
r
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nÿ
t“1
2pIt ´ 1.5qp2Ipzt ě rq ´ 1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
If the variable zt is the true threshold variable and r “ r0 is the true threshold, then Qptztuq “ n,
reaching its maximum value. In fact Qptztuq is the maximum of a binary CUSUM statistic.
Using the estimated pIt from the classification step, we obtain
pQptztuq “ max
r
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nÿ
t“1
2ppIt ´ 1.5qp2Ipzt ě rq ´ 1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
For a set of candidate pool S “ tzp`qt u, we screen each of them by calculating pQ` “ pQptzp`qt uq,
which can be done very efficiently. The variables with the largest pQ values then form a small set
of candidates for more careful examinations.
Remark 11. It is also possible to identify a linear combination of several variables as a threshold
variable, using a supervised learning algorithm such as support vector machine or classification
tree, with pIt obtained from the classification step as the response classification. Since pIt is an esti-
mate with error, the combination parameters needs to be re-estimated under the original model,
similar to our approach of estimating the threshold value r0, though much more complicated.
Remark 12. Searching among a very large pool of candidates will inevitably find spurious
relationships and meaningless variables that happen to match the underlying regime switching
dynamics in the observed period. Hence a close inspection of the chosen variables is necessary.
Prior knowledge is also important. In certain contexts there are known good candidates, such as
composite indexes which summarizes contemporaneous information, and their lag variables. For
example, in modeling a panel of economic indicators, potential threshold variable candidates can
be the recession and expansion indicator of the previous quarter, and its lag variables, since the
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dynamics of the economy are potentially different in recession or expansion periods. In modeling
stock returns, the volatility of the market index and its lag variables can potentially be good
threshold variables as stocks often behave differently in markets with different volatility.
Model comparison procedure: With a small set of possible threshold variables, a more careful
analysis can be carried out. We use the estimation methods in Section 3 to obtain the cross
validated residual sum of squares for model comparison.
Specifically, for each threshold variable candidate zt, we estimate the loading matrices and the
threshold value using data ty1, . . . ,yt0u. With those estimates, we calculate the residual sum of
squares for the remaining data tyt0`1, . . . ,ynu,
E “
nÿ
t“t0`1
2ÿ
i“1
´pBipprq1yt¯1 ´pBipprq1 yt¯ It,ipprq. (16)
If the threshold variable is correctly identified and r0 is given, then B
1
iytIt,ipr0q “ B1iεt,iIt,ipr0q. It
measures the residual sum of squares after we extract the common factor process. The preferred
model is the one with minimum E.
Remark 13. Although we use all samples to build a Markov regime switching model and use it for
the purpose of screening, we use a cross validation type of criterion in (16) for model comparison
among a small group of candidate threshold variables. The criterion in (16) is used simply for
computational consideration. More sophisticated approaches such as m-fold cross-validation can
be used, with additional computational cost.
Remark 14. When calculating E, the number of factors is needed. For threshold factor models,
even when the number of factors is overestimated, we still can estimate the threshold value and
loading spaces as shown in Theorems 4 and 5. Hence, we begin with a one-regime factor model,
and estimate the largest possible value for k0. This estimate can be used to compare different
threshold variable candidates.
5 Simulation
In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the proposed estimators with numerical ex-
periments, and compare the estimation errors under different settings.
In all the examples, we use h0 “ 1. The idiosyncratic noise process tεt,1, εt,2u are independent
vector white noise processes whose covariance matrix has 1 on the diagonal and 0.5 for all off-
diagonal entries. For estimation of the threshold value, we use the 30-th and 70-th quantiles of
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tztu as η1 and η2. Estimation error of {MpAiq is measured by Dp{MpAiq,MpAiqq where D is
defined in (10). The error of pr is measured by |pr ´ r0|. Sample sizes used are n “ 200 and 1000,
and the dimensions considered are p “ 20, 40, 100. For each setting, we repeated the simulation
100 times.
In Examples 1 to 3, we consider three settings with different regime strengths. In Setting 1,
both regimes are strong, with δ1 “ δ2 “ 0. In Setting 2, one regime is strong, and the other one is
weak. In Setting 3, both regimes are weak. All pˆ k0 entries in Ai were generated independently
from the uniform distribution on r´p´δi{2, p´δi{2s to ensure that the strength of Ai is δi. In
Example 4, we discuss the impact of the distance DpMpQ1q,MpQ2qq of the loading spaces of the
two regimes on the estimation accuracy.
Example 1. In this experiment, we use one factor process (k0 “ 1) following an AR(1) model
with autoregressive coefficient 0.9 and Np0, 4q noise process. Weak regimes in Settings 2 and 3
are extremely weak with strength 1, which means that as p increases, we only collect noise and
no more useful signal. The threshold variable zt is independent of xt and yt, following an AR(1)
process with AR coefficient 0.3 and Np0, 1q noise process. The threshold value used is r0 “ 0. We
assume that k0 “ 1 is known.
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Figure 1: Plots of pGprq under three settings for a typical data set of Example 1, n “ 200, p “ 20.
Figures 1 and 2 show the function pGprq for three typical data sets of Example 1, one for each of
the three settings, with n “ 200 and n “ 1000, respectively. Note that the curves are not smooth
since pGprq is only evaluated at the discrete set of all observed values of the threshold variable.
We can see that pGprq approaches the theoretical minimum value 0 of Gprq around r “ 0 when at
least one regime is strong (Settings 1 and 2). When two regimes are both extremely weak, the
range of pGprq is very small and the minimum value is above 0, but also occurs around r “ 0. In
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Figure 2: Plots of pGprq under three settings for a typical data set of Example 1, n “ 1000, p “ 20.
Setting 2 where two regimes have different levels of strength, pGprq is much larger in the stronger
regime r ă r0 than that in the weaker regime r ą r0, a property shown in Lemma 5 in Appendix
A.2.
Table 1: The relative frequency that pr ă r0 when k0 is known for Example 1
n 200 1000
p 20 40 100 20 40 100
Setting 1 0.48 0.48 0.47 0.52 0.49 0.53
Setting 2 0.37 0.38 0.41 0.32 0.35 0.30
Setting 3 0.44 0.50 0.52 0.47 0.51 0.54
Table 2: Average estimation errors |pr ´ r0| when k0 is known for Example 1
n 200 1000
p 20 40 100 20 40 100
Setting 1 pr ă r0 0.046 0.070 0.049 0.020 0.017 0.021pr ą r0 0.063 0.056 0.060 0.020 0.018 0.014
Setting 2 pr ă r0 0.089 0.099 0.095 0.029 0.034 0.035pr ą r0 0.223 0.230 0.276 0.094 0.117 0.153
Setting 3 pr ă r0 0.391 0.546 0.537 0.178 0.291 0.587pr ą r0 0.413 0.507 0.528 0.162 0.331 0.681
Table 1 reports the relative frequency that pr ă r0 for different settings when k0 is known. In
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Table 3: Average estimation errors Dp {MpAiq,MpAiqq, when k0 is known and pr ă r0 for Example
1
n 200 1000
p 20 40 100 20 40 100
Setting 1 MpA1q(δ1 “ 0) 0.044 0.046 0.043 0.019 0.018 0.019
MpA2q (δ2 “ 0) 0.054 0.052 0.050 0.022 0.021 0.023
Setting 2 MpA1q (δ1 “ 0) 0.056 0.060 0.067 0.022 0.026 0.030
MpA2q (δ2 “ 1) 0.302 0.445 0.572 0.144 0.193 0.314
Setting 3 MpA1q (δ1 “ 1) 0.318 0.637 0.921 0.116 0.165 0.681
MpA2q (δ2 “ 1) 0.362 0.557 0.927 0.153 0.250 0.603
Table 4: Average estimation errors Dp {MpAiq,MpAiqq, when k0 is known and pr ą r0 for Example
1
n 200 1000
p 20 40 100 20 40 100
Setting 1 MpA1q (δ1 “ 0) 0.055 0.052 0.054 0.023 0.022 0.021
MpA2q (δ2 “ 0) 0.049 0.040 0.046 0.019 0.018 0.018
Setting 2 MpA1q (δ1 “ 0) 0.069 0.073 0.071 0.032 0.032 0.033
MpA2q (δ2 “ 1) 0.284 0.376 0.527 0.111 0.161 0.264
Setting 3 MpA1q (δ1 “ 1) 0.361 0.590 0.931 0.151 0.260 0.611
MpA2q (δ2 “ 1) 0.342 0.641 0.949 0.093 0.195 0.722
Setting 2, the frequencies to underestimate r0 is much lower than these to overestimate r0. The
results are in line with our conclusions in Theorem 2.
Tables 2 to 4 show the estimation errors of the threshold value and loading spaces. We report
the results under pr ă r0 and pr ą r0 cases separately to highlight the impact of over- and under-
estimate the threshold value. Results for threshold value estimation and loading space estimation
share many common characteristics. It is seen that as sample size increases and as the strength
increases, estimation improves almost in all settings. Regarding the impact of the dimension, the
estimate accuracy suffers from the curse of dimensionality when one regime is weak (in Setting
2 and Setting 3); when two regimes are both strong, the accuracy does not change much with
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different values of p (in Setting 1).
From Table 2, it is seen that misclassification and unbalanced regime strength do have impacts
on the estimation of threshold value. Estimates are more accurate when pr ă r0 than when pr ą r0
for Setting 2. The reason is that the order of Gprq is higher in the stronger regime (r ă r0) than
in the weaker regime (r ą r0), resulting in a much flatter curve in the region r ą r0 (See middle
panels in Figures 1 and 2 and Lemma 5 in Appendix A.2). Hence, it is more likely to overestimate
r0 as shown in Table 1, and even when the threshold value is underestimated, the error is much
smaller as shown in Table 2.
The estimation results for loading spaces also show some properties that do not apply to those
for threshold value. Comparing Regime 1 in Setting 2 to both regimes in Setting 1, we see that
the estimate accuracy of MpA1q of the stronger regime does not change much after introducing
a weak regime in Table 3 and Table 4. Comparing the estimation of MpA2q in Setting 2 to
both MpA1q and MpA2q in Setting 3, we can see that the estimation of MpA2q of the weak
regime benefits from the existence of a strong regime, especially when p is large. There is indeed
a ’helping effect’ for the weak regime after adding a strong regime. These observations are in line
with the observations shown in Liu and Chen (2016).
Example 2. In this experiment, we investigate the performance of the proposed estimator for
the number of factors k0, and study the estimators of loading spaces and threshold value when k0
is not correctly estimated. We also consider the case when the threshold variable is not correctly
identified. The number of factors here is set to 3. The factor process is set to be three independent
AR(1) processes with Np0, 4q noises process and AR coefficients 0.9, ´0.7, and 0.8. The threshold
variable zt is independent of xt and yt, following an AR(1) process with AR coefficient -0.7 and
Np0, 1q noise process. The threshold value is r0 “ 0. The strength for the weak regimes in Setting
2 and Setting 3 is set to be 0.5.
Table 5: The relative frequency estimates of pk for Example 2pk n “ 200 n “ 1000
p 20 40 100 20 40 100
Setting 1 0.66 0.75 0.74 0.97 0.99 1.00
Setting 2 0.77 0.84 0.83 0.99 0.99 1.00
Setting 3 0.33 0.24 0.18 0.90 0.82 0.75
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Figure 3: Plots of pGprq of a typical data set under each of the three settings for Example 2, when
n “ 1000, p “ 20, and the number of factors is underestimated (pk “ 2).
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Figure 4: Plots of pGprq of a typical data set under each of the three settings for Example 2, when
n “ 1000, p “ 20, and the number of factors is overestimated (pk “ 4).
Table 6: Average estimation error |pr ´ r0| when k0 is unknown for Example 2, n “ 1000pk 2 (underestimated) 3 (correctly specified) 4 (overestimated)
p 20 40 100 20 40 100 20 40 100
Setting 1 0.440 0.458 0.474 0.035 0.036 0.039 0.012 0.012 0.012
Setting 2 0.363 0.356 0.362 0.067 0.075 0.104 0.021 0.022 0.030
Setting 3 0.446 0.441 0.471 0.090 0.117 0.184 0.026 0.029 0.031
Table 5 shows the relative frequencies that pk “ k0, when the true threshold variable is chosen
but the threshold value r0 is unknown, and only partial data with tzt ď η1u and tzt ě η2u are
used. As n increases from 200 to 1000, the estimates improve in all settings. For the impact of
regime strength, the results show that the existence of a strong regime (Setting 1 and Setting
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Table 7: Average estimation errors Dp {MpAiq,MpAiqq when k0 is unknown for Example 2, n “
1000 pk 2 (underestimated) 3 (correctly specified) 4 (overestimated)
p 20 40 100 20 40 100 20 40 100
Setting 1 MpA1q (δ1 “ 0) 0.134 0.144 0.148 0.038 0.036 0.036 0.033 0.033 0.032
MpA2q (δ1 “ 0) 0.160 0.166 0.180 0.036 0.036 0.034 0.032 0.032 0.032
Setting 2 MpA1q (δ1 “ 0) 0.039 0.034 0.034 0.044 0.043 0.043 0.037 0.038 0.038
MpA2q (δ1 “ 0.5) 0.466 0.582 0.695 0.091 0.110 0.150 0.083 0.096 0.131
Setting 3 MpA1q (δ1 “ 0.5) 0.161 0.193 0.190 0.087 0.105 0.164 0.074 0.087 0.106
MpA2q (δ1 “ 0.5) 0.174 0.179 0.215 0.084 0.105 0.158 0.072 0.083 0.104
2) results in much more accurate estimates for the number of factors k0. Regarding the impact
of p, it is seen that the estimation performance remains about the same as p increases, when
one or more strong regimes exist, benefiting from a ’blessing of dimensionality’; see Lam et al.
(2011). However, when both regimes are weak, the number of correct estimations may decrease
as p increases. This is because the signal to noise ratio in the system decreases as p increases.
Figures 3 and 4 plot pGprq of a typical data set under each of the three settings for Example
2, when pk is underestimated (pk “ k0 ´ 1) and overestimated (pk “ k0 ` 1), respectively, with
sample size n “ 1000. It is seen that, when pk “ 2, pGprq does not show a sharp V-shape, and the
minimum value is far above 0 in all panels of Figure 3. When pk “ 4, pGprq in Figure 4 reaches its
minimum value around r “ 0 for all the settings.
Tables 6 and 7 show the estimation errors of the threshold value and loading spaces. When
the number of factors is overestimated as pk “ 4, we can obtain consistent estimators for threshold
value and loading spaces. It confirms the conclusions in Theorems 4 and 5. However, when the
number of factors is underestimated, the performance of pQippk, rq and r is rather poor. This
is because when defining Gp¨q we take advantage of the complement of loading spaces, MpBiq.
Smaller number of factors makes the complement space to be estimated larger than it is. As a
result, the estimates are much worse when pk ă k0 than that when pk ě k0.
To demonstrate the properties of the threshold variable selection procedure, four candidates
tzt´` | ` “ 0, . . . , 3u are considered in this example. Table 8 reports the performance of threshold
variable selection when 1000 and t0 “ n{2. The results show that our method can identify the
threshold variable correctly when k0 is correctly specified or overestimated. However, underesti-
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Table 8: The relative frequency to correctly identify the threshold variable when k0 is unknown
and n “ 1000 for Example 2pk 2 (underestimated) 3 (correctly specified) 4 (overestimated)
p 20 40 100 20 40 100 20 40 100
Setting 1 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Setting 2 0.30 0.17 0.05 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Setting 3 0.90 0.96 0.85 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
mating k0 may lead to poor results, especially in Setting 2.
Figure 5 plots pGprq of a typical data set under each of the three settings of Example 2, when
zt´1 is used as the threshold variable. When the threshold variable is not correctly specified, pGprq
does not show a clear V-shape curve. There may be multiple minimum points, and the minimum
value is significantly larger than 0.
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Figure 5: Plots of pGprq of a typical data set under each of the three settings of Example 2, when
n “ 1000, p “ 20, and zt´1 is used as the threshold variable instead of true threshold variable zt.
Example 3. In this experiment, we examine the estimation performance in a more complicated
context, where the threshold variable zt is correlated to the lag variable of yt. Specifically, the
threshold variable used is the cross-sectional standard deviation of yt´1,
zt “
gffe 1
p´ 1
pÿ
q“1
pyt´1,q ´ y¯t´1q2,
where yt,q is the q-th entry in yt and y¯t “ řpq“1 yt,q{p, for t “ 1, . . . , n. The factor process is
generated from an AR(1) process with AR coefficient 0.9 and Np0, 4q noise process. The strength
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of the weak regimes in Setting 2 and Setting 3 is set to be 0.5. The threshold values used are
r0 “ 1.5, 1.2 and 1 for Settings 1 to 3, respectively.
Table 9: Average estimation errors |pr ´ r0| when k0 is known for Example 3
n 200 1000
p 20 40 100 20 40 100
Setting 1 0.174 0.162 0.187 0.056 0.052 0.047
Setting 2 0.085 0.072 0.094 0.037 0.034 0.032
Setting 3 0.093 0.104 0.128 0.042 0.057 0.076
Table 10: Average estimation errors Dp {MpAiq,MpAiqq when k0 is known for Example 3
n 200 1000
p 20 40 100 20 40 100
Setting 1 MpA1q (δ1 “ 0) 0.142 0.143 0.143 0.053 0.051 0.052
MpA2q (δ2 “ 0) 0.032 0.032 0.032 0.013 0.013 0.013
Setting 2 MpA1q (δ1 “ 0) 0.113 0.096 0.079 0.052 0.045 0.037
MpA2q (δ2 “ 0.5) 0.007 0.085 0.139 0.027 0.033 0.054
Setting 3 MpA1q (δ1 “ 0.5) 0.279 0.323 0.436 0.101 0.118 0.118
MpA2q (δ2 “ 0.5) 0.071 0.089 0.142 0.029 0.040 0.070
Tables 9 and 10 present the estimation errors for threshold value and loadings spaces. They
show a similar pattern to the results in Example 1. Note that the three settings are not comparable
in this case because each setting yields different sample size in each regime due to the dependency
of zt and yt´1.
Example 4. We present the influence of the distance of loading spaces DpMpQ1q,MpQ2qq on the
estimation accuracy. One factor (K “ 1) is used since the distance between two one-dimensional
spaces is easier to interpret. For simplicity, strong regimes δ1 “ δ2 “ 0 are used. The latent factor
txtu follows an AR(1) process with AR coefficient 0.9 and Np0, 1q noise process. tztu follows i.i.d
Np0, 1q, and threshold value is 0. The i-th entries in A1 and A2 are generated from a bivariate
normal distribution with unit variances and covariance p1´d2q so that DpMpA1q,MpA2qq « |d|.
Simulation is repeated 100 times for each setting of d.
Table 13 reports the average estimation errors for threshold value. It is not surprising that
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when the two loading spaces are well apart, the estimates are more accurate. For the case of
d “ 0 (there is no switching mechanism), the threshold value r0 is unavailable (r0 “ 0 is used in
the calculation in the table). The forcedly estimated pr is random in the middle of the range of
zt „ Np0, 1q.
Table 11 reports the average estimation errors of the loading spaces. As expected, the accuracy
does not change as p increases since both regimes are strong. Larger sample size n improves the
accuracy. It is noted that the distance between the two loading spaces has almost no effect on the
estimation accuracy of the loading spaces, even the estimated threshold values are not accurate
when the distance is small as shown in Table 13. One possible reason may be that the distortion
created by the misclassified observations (due to the misplaced threshold value) is relatively small,
as the two loading spaces are close. In the case of d “ 0, there is no distortion.
Table 12 shows the average and sample standard deviation of the distance between the esti-
mated loading spaces. It is seen that the distances of the estimated loading spaces are close to the
true distance with small variation, since the estimated loading spaces are estimated accurately as
shown in Table 11. The variation of the estimated space distance is smaller for larger p, as in this
case the distance is related to the sample correlation of two vectors (pQ1 and pQ2) of length p. The
variation does not change much for larger n.
6 Real Example
We applied the proposed approach to the daily returns of 123 stocks from January 2, 2002 to July
11, 2008. These stocks were selected among those included in the S&P 500 and traded every day
during the period. The returns were calculated in percentages based on daily closing prices. This
data set was analyzed by Lam and Yao (2012); Chang et al. (2015); Liu and Chen (2016). The
sample size n is 1642 and the dimension p is 123. We use h0 “ 1 in this analysis.
Lam and Yao (2012) and Chang et al. (2015) used a factor model (with no switching) to
analyze the data. The estimated number of factors is 2. Liu and Chen (2016) used a Markov
switching factor model on the same data set and found that there are two regimes, with one factor
in each regime. Here we analyze the data using a 2-regime threshold factor model. We consider
the lag cross-sectional standard deviation of yt´` and the lag of squared S&P 500 return rt´` as
the candidates for the threshold variable (` “ 1, . . . , 8q. Since an overestimated number of factors
still can identify the threshold variable, pk “ 2 is tentatively used when calculating E defined in
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Table 11: Average estimation errors Dp {MpAiq,MpAiqq when k0 is known for Example 4
n 200 1000
p 20 40 100 20 40 100
d “ 1 Regime 1 0.054 0.054 0.054 0.024 0.024 0.023
Regime 2 0.052 0.054 0.050 0.023 0.023 0.024
d “ 0.7 Regime 1 0.052 0.053 0.049 0.023 0.022 0.022
Regime 2 0.052 0.051 0.052 0.022 0.021 0.021
d “ 0.3 Regime 1 0.050 0.052 0.051 0.022 0.021 0.020
Regime 2 0.052 0.049 0.051 0.021 0.022 0.022
d “ 0.2 Regime 1 0.051 0.051 0.051 0.024 0.021 0.020
Regime 2 0.052 0.051 0.048 0.022 0.022 0.022
d “ 0.1 Regime 1 0.050 0.048 0.051 0.023 0.023 0.021
Regime 2 0.049 0.048 0.052 0.022 0.021 0.021
d “ 0 Regime 1 0.049 0.048 0.049 0.023 0.021 0.022
Regime 2 0.054 0.049 0.048 0.022 0.031 0.021
Table 12: Average and standard deviation(in brackets) of Dp {MpA1q, {MpA2qq for Example 4
n n “ 200 n “ 1000
p 20 40 100 20 40 100
d “ 1 0.972(0.041) 0.986(0.018) 0.993(0.007) 0.9723(0.036) 0.990(0.013) 0.995(0.007)
d “ 0.7 0.685(0.117) 0.696(0.083) 0.688(0.051) 0.701(0.100) 0.696(0.083) 0.697(0.042)
d “ 0.3 0.290(0.066) 0.291(0.055) 0.304(0.031) 0.300(0.068) 0.301(0.041) 0.296(0.029)
d “ 0.2 0.199(0.045) 0.202(0.035) 0.199(0.026) 0.190(0.047) 0.192(0.033) 0.195(0.019)
d “ 0.1 0.118(0.037) 0.117(0.028) 0.116(0.018) 0.099(0.025) 0.099(0.016) 0.100(0.012)
d “ 0 0.075(0.034) 0.074(0.032) 0.069(0.027) 0.029(0.011) 0.031(0.011) 0.040(0.097)
(16). Table 14 shows the value of E for each candidate with t0 “ n{2. In the following we use
the cross-sectional standard deviation of yt´6 as the threshold variable, since it minimizes E.
We use 10-th and 90-th percentiles of the threshold variable as η1 and η2 to estimate the
number of factors. The left and right panels in Figure 6 display the ratio of eigenvalues ofxM1pη1, η2q and xM2pη1, η2q, respectively, where both the ratios reach their minimum values at 1.
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Table 13: Average estimation errors |pr ´ r0| when k0 is known for Example 4
n n “ 200 n “ 1000
p 20 40 100 20 40 100
d “ 1 0.043 0.048 0.050 0.020 0.019 0.019
d “ 0.7 0.057 0.061 0.047 0.020 0.018 0.016
d “ 0.3 0.099 0.086 0.086 0.035 0.033 0.033
d “ 0.2 0.097 0.114 0.090 0.052 0.042 0.041
d “ 0.1 0.180 0.148 0.161 0.092 0.079 0.084
d “ 0 0.278 0.190 0.187 0.174 0.192 0.180
Table 14: E divided by 105 for all threshold variable candidates for real data analysis
Lag zt´1 zt´2 zt´3 zt´4 zt´5 zt´6 zt´7 zt´8
Lag of cross-section standard deviation 2.097 2.051 2.060 1.984 2.091 1.975 2.067 1.993
Lag of squared S&P return 2.069 2.053 2.069 2.164 2.043 2.069 2.086 2.055
It yields that pk “ 1.
The above results indicate that only one factor drives the 123 stocks, but the factor loadings
switch between regimes according to the cross-sectional standard deviation 6 trading days before.
Ignoring switching structure as in Lam and Yao (2012), it would appear that there are two different
factors. Introducing a threshold variable reduces the number of factor by 1.
Figure 7 plots pGprq, showing a V-shape curve with a relatively flat bottom. By minimizingpGprq, we have that pr “ 1.850.
Note that Rt is the common factor process with standardized loading matrix defined in (3),
and can be estimated through (13). Figure 8 displays the time series plot of pRtpprq on the top
panel and the daily returns of S&P 500 index on the bottom panel. The estimated signal pRtpprq
in this period was closely correlated with S&P 500 index except for several days around July 22,
2002. Figure 9 plots pRtpprq against daily returns of the S&P 500 index, and the correlation is
0.910. Hence, this factor can be regarded as a representation of market performance, which is in
line with results in Liu and Chen (2016).
The estimated indicator functions for regimes tIt,ipprq, i “ 1, 2u, are shown in the rug plots of
both panels in Figure 8. Regime 1 is plotted on the top and Regime 2 at the bottom. When the
market was volatile in 2002, 2003, and 2008 due to the internet bubble, the invasion of Iraq, and
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Figure 6: Ratios of eigenvalues for real data analysis; left panel: ratio of eigenvalues of xM1pη1, η2q;
right panel: ratio of eigenvalues of xM2pη1, η2q.
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Figure 7: Plot of pGprq for real data analysis.
the subprime crisis, respectively, the observations are more likely to belong to Regime 1; when
the market was stable in 2004-2007, the observations tend to be in Regime 2.
The distance between the two estimated loading spaces defined in (10) is 0.763. Since the
loading spaces are one-dimensional (lines), the distance measures the absolute value of sine of the
angle between the two lines. Although we do not have asymptotic distribution results for the
estimated distance, the variation of estimated distance in Example 4 partially suggests that the
two estimated spaces are quite different.
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Figure 8: Time series plots of pRtpprq (top panel) and the daily return of the S&P 500 index
(bottom panel) in the same period. Indicators of the estimated regimes of the observations It,ipprq
for i “ 1, 2, are shown in the rug plots, on the top for Regime 1 and at the bottom for Regime 2.
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Figure 9: Plot of pRtpprq against the daily return of the S&P 500 index.
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Table 15: In-sample residual sum of squares of different models for real data analysis
Model Residual sum of squares
Threshold factor models 606256.9
Regime-switching factor models 713742.6
To compare threshold factor models with regime-switching factor models (Liu and Chen, 2016),
we find the optimal path for the regime-switching factor model, calculate the in-sample residual
sums of squares defined in (16) for both models, and report in Table 15. It shows that threshold
factor models outperform the other.
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Appendix A.1 Regularity Conditions
Condition 1. Let F ji be the σ-field generated by tpxt, ztq : i ď t ď ju. The joint process pxt, ztq
is α-mixing with mixing coefficients satisfying
8ÿ
t“1
αptq1´2{γ ă 8,
for some γ ą 2, where αptq “ supi supAPFi´8,BPF8i`t |P pAXBq ´ P pAqP pBq|.
Condition 2. For any j “ 1, . . . , k0, t “ 1, . . . , n, Ep|xt,j |4γq ă σ4γx , where xt,j is the j-th element
of xt, σx is a positive constant, and γ is given in Condition 1.
Condition 3. tεt,1u and tεt,2u are two independent white noise processes. tεt,1, εt,2u and xt are
uncorrelated with zt given F t´1´8 . Each element of Σt,i remains bounded by σ2 as p increases to
infinity, for i “ 1, 2, and t “ 1, . . . , n.
Condition 4. For i “ 1, 2, there exists a constant δi P r0, 1s such that }Ai}22 — }Ai}2min — p1´δi ,
as p goes to infinity.
Condition 5. For any r1, r2 P rη1, η2s, there exist two positive integers h1, h2 P r1, h0s such that
Σx,i,jphi, r1, r2q is full rank, and }Σx,i,jphi, r1, r2q}min is uniformly bounded above 0, j “ 1, 2.
Condition 6. Mipr1, r2q admits k0 distinct positive eigenvalues, for r1, r2 P rη1, η2s, i “ 1, 2.
Remark 15. We do not impose the stationarity assumption on the latent process xt, but we
require it to satisfy the generalized mixing condition in Condition 1 so the sample version of
Σy,i,jph, r1, r2q converges to its population version for i, j “ 1, 2.
Remark 16. We allow zt to be a function of the lag variables of xt or yt or other observable
processes that may also be dependent with xt and yt. Therefore, Condition 3 also requires the
noise at time t is uncorrelated with xt given past information, in particular, given zt.
Remark 17. Condition 5 ensures the existence of the ’helping effect’ discussed in Liu and Chen
(2016). When Σx,i,1phi, r1, r2q and Σx,i,2phi, r1, r2q are full rank, both regimes are relevant to
Mipr1, r2q, but the one corresponding to switching to the stronger regime carries more information
about xt and improves the estimation results.
Remark 18. Condition 6 makes Qipr1, r2q and regime i uniquely defined and identifiable, where
Qipr1, r2q “ pqi,1pr1, r2q, . . . ,qi,k0pr1, r2qq collects the k0 orthonormal eigenvectors of Mipr1, r2q
corresponding to the k0 positive eigenvalues λi,1pr1, r2q ą . . . ą λi,k0pr1, r2q.
For c1 ă c2 ă c3 ă c4, define
Σxph, c1, c2, c3, c4q “ 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
E
“
xtx
1
t`hIpc1 ă zt ă c2, c3 ă zt`h ă c4q
‰
,
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where ci can be a constant, ´8, or `8 for 1 ď i ď 4.
The following additional conditions are needed for the asymptotic results of pr in (12).
Condition 7. Assume r0 P pη1, η2q. tztu is a strictly stationary process. The marginal probability
of zt is continuous, P pzt ď η1q ą 0 and P pzt ď η2q ą 0. The conditional density of zt`h given zt
is continuous, and there exists two positive constants τ1 and τ2 such that τ1 ď fpzt`h | ztq ď τ2
for any zt`h in rη1, η2s and zt P R. The conditional probability of zt`h given zt satisfies that
P pzt`h ă η1 | ztq ą 0 and P pzt`h ą η2 | ztq ą 0 for any zt P p´8, η1q and pη2,`8q and
h “ 1, . . . h0.
Condition 8. For any r P pη1, r0q, there exists an integer h1˚ P r1, h0s such that Σxph1˚ , r, r0,´8, rq
and Σxph1˚ , r, r0, r0,`8q are full rank. For any r P pr0, η2q, there exists an integer h2˚ P r1, h0s
such that Σxph2˚ , r0, r, r,`8q and Σxph2˚ , r0, r,´8, r0q are full rank. The minimum singular val-
ues of these four matrices mentioned are all uniformly bounded above ρ0|r ´ r0| ą 0, where ρ0 is
a positive constant.
Condition 9. There exists a positive constant d such that DpMpQ1q,MpQ2qq ą d as p goes to
infinity.
Remark 19. Conditions 7 guarantees the consistency of the estimators for loadings spaces, when
only data with tzt ď η1u and tzt ě η2u are used. Condition 8 makes sure that the cross moment
matrices of yt when r is used as threshold value and these when r0 is used as threshold value
are differentiable. For example, if k0 “ 1, xt is stationary, independent of zt, and has nonzero
serial correlation at leads h1˚ and h2˚ , then Condition 8 is satisfied. Condition 9 is an identification
condition that ensures that the two regimes are uniformly sufficiently different.
Condition 10. When pk ą k0, there exists a positive constant c0 such that DpMpQ1q,MpQ2˚qq ą
c0 and DpMpQ1˚q,MpQ2qq ą c0, for any pˆppk´k0qmatrix Si such that dimpMpSiqXMpQiqq “ 0
for i “ 1, 2, where Qi˚ “ pQi,Siq is a pˆ pk matrix.
Remark 20. If the number of factors is overestimated, Condition 10 guarantees that the two
augmented loadings spaces MpQ1˚q and MpQ2˚q can still be differentiated. With this condition,
Theorem 4 shows that the estimator for the threshold value is consistent.
Appendix A.2 Lemmas and Proofs
We mainly focus on the mathematical proofs for Regime 1 when r ą r0,  ą 0. The results for
Regime 2, r ď r0 or  ď 0 are included, but most of proofs are omitted since they are quite similar.
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We use Cs and Cis to denote the generic uniformly positive constants which only depend on the
parameters. Cs and Cis may be different constants in different cases.
Define
Itph, c1, c2, c3, c4q “ Ipc1 ă zt ă c2, c3 ă zt`h ă c4q,
pΣxph, c1, c2, c3, c4q “ 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
xtx
1
t`hItph, c1, c2, c3, c4q,
where c1 ă c2 ă c3 ă c4 can be real numbers, ´8, or `8.
Lemma 1. Under Conditions 1, 2 and 7, when n ą 2h0, for any h P r1, h0s, it holds that
E}pΣxph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´Σxph, c1, c2, c3, c4q}22 ď 4p3h` 4αq∆c1,c2∆c3,c4k20σ4xn ,
}Σxph, c1, c2, c3, c4q}2 ď ∆c1,c2∆c3,c4k0σ2x,
where α “ ř8t“1 αptq1´2{γ, and c1 ă c2 ă c3 ă c4 can be real numbers in pη1, η2q, ´8, or `8.
∆c1,c2 “ τ2|c2´ c1| if c1 and c2 are both real numbers, ∆c1,c2 “ 1 if at least one of them is ´8 or
`8.
Proof: Let aq,` and paq,` be the pq, `q-th entry in Σxph, c1, c2, c3, c4q and pΣxph, c1, c2, c3, c4q, for
q, ` “ 1, . . . , k0. Under Conditions 1, 2 and 7, by Jensen’s inequality and Proposition 2.5 in Fan
and Yao (2003), we have
E|paq,` ´ aq,`|2 “ E
#
1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
”
xt,qxt`h,`Itph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´ Epxt,qxt`h,`Itph, c1, c2, c3, c4qq
ı+2
ď 1pn´ hq2
ÿ
|t1´t2|ďh
Erxt1,qxt1`h,`It1ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´ Epxt1,qxt1`h,`It1ph, c1, c2, c3, c4qqs
¨rxt2,qxt2`h,`It2ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´ Epxt2,qxt2`h,`It2ph, c1, c2, c3, c4qqs
` 1pn´ hq2
ÿ
|t1´t2|ąh
Erxt1,qxt1`h,`It1ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´ Epxt1,qxt1`h,`It1ph, c1, c2, c3, c4qqs
¨rxt2,qxt2`h,`It2ph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´ Epxt2,qxt2`h,`It2ph, c1, c2, c3, c4qqs
ď rp2h` 1qn´ h
2 ´ hs∆c1,c2∆c3,c4σ4x
pn´ hq2 `
8pn´ hq∆c1,c2∆c3,c4σ4x
pn´ hq2
n´2h´1ÿ
u“1
αpuq1´2{γ
ď 4rp2h` 1qn´ h
2 ´ hs∆c1,c2∆c3,c4σ4x
n2
` 16α∆c1,c2∆c3,c4σ
4
x
n
ď 4p3h` 4αq∆c1,c2∆c3,c4σ
4
x
n
.
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By the properties of Frobenius norm and L-2 norm,
E}pΣxph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´Σxph, c1, c2, c3, c4q}22
ď E}pΣxph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´Σxph, c1, c2, c3, c4q}2F
“
k0ÿ
q“1
k0ÿ
`“1
E|paq,` ´ aq,`|2 ď 4p3h` 4αq∆c1,c2∆c3,c4k20σ4x
n
.
Similar, we can show that
|aq,`| “
ˇˇˇ 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
Erxt,qxt`h,`Itph, c1, c2, c3, c4qs
ˇˇˇ
ď 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
Ep|xt,qxt`h,`|q ¨ ErItph, c1, c2, c3, c4qs ď ∆c1,c2∆c3,c4σ2x.
Thus, }Σxph, c1, c2, c3, c4q}2 ď }Σxph, c1, c2, c3, c4q}F ď ∆c1,c2∆c3,c4k0σ2x.
Lemma 2. Under Conditions 1-4 and 7, when n ą 2h0, for any h P r1, h0s and  P pη1´r0, η2´r0q,
it holds that
E}pΣy,i,jph, r0 ` q ´Σy,i,jph, r0 ` q}22 ď 440p3h` 4αqa42k20τ20 δ2ησ40p2n´1, for i, j “ 1, 2,
where τ0 “ maxtτ2, 1u, δη “ maxtη2´η1, 1u, σ0 “ maxtσx, σeu, and a2 is a positive constant such
that }Ai}2 ď a2p1{2´δi{2 for i “ 1, 2.
Proof: When  ą 0, if we use r0 `  as the threshold value, data are classified into 2 subsets,
S1 “ tt : Ipzt ă r0 ` qu and S2 “ tt : Ipzt ě r0 ` qu. Observation in S2 are all from Regime 2
and correctly classified, but those in S1 are mixed. In this case,
pΣy,1,1ph, r0 ` q ´Σy,1,1ph, r0 ` q
“
”
A1
´pΣxph,´8, r0,´8, r0q ´Σxph,´8, r0,´8, r0q¯A11
`A1
´pΣxph,´8, r0, r0, r0 ` q ´Σxph,´8, r0, r0 ` q¯A12
`A2
´pΣxph, r0, r0 ` ,´8, r0q ´Σxph, r0, r0 ` ,´8, r0q¯A11
`A2
´pΣxph, r0, r0 ` , r0, r0 ` q ´Σxph, r0, r0 ` , r0, r0 ` q¯A12ı
` 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
“`
A1xtε
1
t`h,1 ` εt,1x1t`hA11 ` εt,1ε1t`h,1
˘
It,1pr0qIt`h,1pr0q
` `A1xtε1t`h,2 ` εt,1x1t`hA12 ` εt,1ε1t`h,2˘ It,1pr0qIpr0 ď zt`h ă r ` q
` `A2xtε1t`h,1 ` εt,2x1t`hA11 ` εt,2ε1t`h,1˘ Ipr0 ď zt ă r0 ` qIt`h,1pr0q
` `A2xtε1t`h,2 ` εt,2x1t`hA12 ` εt,2ε1t`h,2˘ Ipr0 ď zt ă r ` qIpr0 ď zt`h ă r ` q‰
“ I1 ` I2 ` I3 ` I4 ` I5.
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Condition 4 implies that we can find two positive constants a1 ă 1 ă a2 such that a1p1{2´δi{2 ď
}Ai}2 ď a2p1{2´δi{2, for i “ 1, 2. By Lemma 1, we have
E}I1}22 ď 4}A1}22 ¨ E}pΣxph,´8, r0,´8, r0q ´Σxph,´8, r0,´8, r0q}22 ¨ }A1}22
`4}A1}22 ¨ E}pΣxph,´8, r0, r0, r0 ` q ´Σxph,´8, r0, r0, r ` q}22 ¨ }A2}22
`4}A2}22 ¨ E}pΣxph, r0, r0 ` ,´8, r0q ´Σxph, r0, r0 ` ,´8, r0q}22 ¨ }A1}22
`4}A2}22 ¨ E}pΣxph, r0, r0 ` , r0, r0 ` q ´Σxph, r0, r0 ` , r0, r0 ` q}22 ¨ }A2}22
ď 16p3h` 4αqa42k20σ4xpp2´2δ1 ` 2τ2p2´δ1´δ2 ` τ22 2p2´2δ2qn´1.
For the interaction terms of common component and noise in I2, under Condition 3, if n ą 2h0,
we can show that
E
››› 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
A1xtε
1
t`h,1It,1pr0qIt`h,1pr0q
›››2
2
ď a
2
2p
1´δ1
pn´ hq2E
››› n´hÿ
t“1
xtε
1
t`h,1It,1pr0qIt`h,1pr0q
›››2
F
ď a
2
2p
1´δ1
pn´ hq2
n´hÿ
t“1
k0ÿ
m“1
pÿ
`“1
Epx2t,m2t`h,1,`q ď 2a22k0σ2xσ2 p2´δ1n´1,
and
E
››› 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
εt,1x
1
t`hA11It,1pr0qIt`h,1pr0q
›››2
2
ď a
2
2p
1´δ1
pn´ hq2E
››› n´hÿ
t“1
εt,1x
1
t`hIt,1pr0qIt`h,1pr0q
›››2
F
ď a
2
2p
1´δ1
pn´ hq2
n´hÿ
t“1
pÿ
m“1
k0ÿ
`“1
Ep2t,1,mx2t`h,`q ď 2a22k0σ2xσ2 p2´δ1n´1,
where t,i,m is the m-th entry in εt,i for m “ 1, . . . , p and i “ 1, 2.
For noise term in I2,
E
›› 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
εt,1ε
1
t`h,1It,1pr0qIt`h,1pr0q
››2
2
ď 1pn´ hq2
n´hÿ
t“1
pÿ
m“1
pÿ
`“1
Ep2t,1,m2t`h,1,`q ď 2σ4 p2n´1.
Hence,
E}I2}22 ď 3E
››› 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
A1xtε
1
t`h,1It,1pr0qIt`h,1pr0q
›››2
2
`3E
››› 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
εt,1x
1
t`hA11It,1pr0qIt`h,1pr0q
›››2
2
` 3E›› 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
εt,1ε
1
t`h,1It,1pr0qIt`h,1pr0q
››2
2
ď 12a22k0σ2xσ2 p2´δ1n´1 ` 6σ4 p2n´1.
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Similarly, we can show that E}Ii}22 ď 12a22k0σ2xσ2 p2´δ1n´1 ` 6σ4 p2n´1, for i “ 3, 4, 5. Let δη “
maxtη2 ´ η1, 1u, τ0 “ maxtτ2, 1u, σ0 “ maxtσx, σeu, and we have
E}pΣy,1,1ph, r0 ` q ´Σy,1,1ph, r0 ` q}22
ď 5E}I1}22 ` 5E}I2}22 ` 5E}I3}22 ` 5E}I4}22 ` 5E}I5}22
ď 80p3h` 4αqa42k20pp2´2δ1 ` 2τ2p2´δ1´δ2 ` τ22 2p2´2δ2qn´1
`240a22k0σ2xσ2 p2´δ1n´1 ` 120σ4 p2n´1
ď 440p3h` 4αqa42k20τ20 δ2ησ40p2n´1.
For the other cases when  ď 0 and i “ 1, 2, the proof is tedious but similar.
Lemma 3. Under Conditions 1-4 and 7, when n ą 2h0, for any  P pη1 ´ r0, η2 ´ r0q, it holds
that
}Σy,1,1ph, r0 ` q}2 ď
$&% a22k0σ2xp1´δ1  ď 0,a22k0σ2xpp1´δ1 ` 2p1´δ1{2´δ2{2 ` 2p1´δ2q  ą 0,
}Σy,2,2ph, r0 ` q}2 ď
$&% a22k0σ2xpp1´δ2 ` 2p1´δ1{2´δ2{2 ` 2p1´δ1q  ă 0,a22k0σ2xp1´δ2  ě 0,
when i, j P t1, 2u and i ‰ j,
}Σy,i,jph, r0 ` q}2 ď
$’’’&’’’%
a22k0σ
2
xpp1´δ1{2´δ2{2 ` p1´δ1q  ă 0,
a22k0σ
2
xp
1´δ1{2´δ2{2  “ 0,
a22k0σ
2
xpp1´δ1{2´δ2{2 ` p1´δ2q  ą 0.
Proof: We consider S1 and S2 as in the proof of Lemma 2.
By the definition of Σy,i,jph, rq and Lemma 1, when  ą 0, we have
››Σy,1,1ph, r0 ` q››2 “ ››› 1n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
E
“
yty
1
t`hIpzt ă r0 ` , zt`h ă r0 ` q
‰ ›››
2
ď
›››A1Σxph,´8, r0,´8, r0qA11›››
2
`
›››A1Σxph,´8, r0, r0, r0 ` qA12›››
2
`
›››A2Σxph, r0, r0 ` ,´8, r0qA11›››
2
`
›››A2Σxph, r0, r0 ` , r0, r0 ` qA12›››
2
ď }A1}22 }Σxph,´8, r0,´8, r0q}2 ` }A1}2
››Σxph,´8, r0, r0, r0 ` q››2 }A2}2
`}A2}2 }Σxph, r0, r0 ` ,´8, r0q}2 }A1}2 ` }A2}22
››Σxph, r0, r0 ` , r0, r0 ` q››2
“ a22k0σ2xpp1´δ1 ` 2p1´δ1{2´δ2{2 ` 2p1´δ2q,
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and
››Σy,1,2ph, r0 ` q››2 “ ››› 1n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
E
“
yty
1
t`hIpzt ă r0 ` , zt`h ě r0 ` q
‰ ›››
2
ď
›››A1Σxph,´8, r0, r0 ` ,`8qA12›››
2
`
›››A2Σxph, r0, r0 ` , r0 ` ,`8qA12›››
2
ď }A1}2 }Σxph,´8, r0, r0 ` ,`8q}2 }A2}2 ` }A2}22
››Σxph, r0, r0 ` , r0 ` ,`8q››2
“ a22k0σ2xpp1´δ1{2´δ2{2 ` p1´δ2q.
Similarly, we can show the results for  ď 0 and other equations.
Lemma 4. Under Conditions 1-4 and 7, when n ą 2h0, for any  P pη1 ´ r0, η2 ´ r0q, it holds
that
}B1pη1, η2q1Σy,1,1ph, r0 ` q}2
$&% “ 0  ď 0,ď a22k0σ2xpp1´δ1{2´δ2{2 ` 2p1´δ2q  ą 0,
}B1pη1, η2q1Σy,1,2ph, r0 ` q}2
$&% “ 0  ď 0,ď a22k0σ2xp1´δ2  ą 0,
}B2pη1, η2q1Σy,2,1ph, r0 ` q}2
$&% ď a22k0σ2xp1´δ1  ă 0,“ 0  ě 0,
}B2pη1, η2q1Σy,2,2ph, r0 ` q}2
$&% ď a22k0σ2xpp1´δ1{2´δ2{2 ` 2p1´δ1q  ă 0,“ 0  ě 0.
Proof: Since r0 P pη1, η2q, by the definition, we haveMpBiq “MpBipη1, η2qq. Hence, there exists
a pˆ pp´ k0q orthogonal matrix Vi such that Bi “ Bipη1, η2qVi for i “ 1, 2.
When  ą 0, by Lemma 1 we have
››B1pη1, η2q1Σy,1,1ph, r0 ` q››2 “
››››› 1n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
B11E
“
yty
1
t`hIpzt ă r0 ` , zt`h ă r0 ` q
‰ ›››››
“
››››› 1n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
E
“
B11
`
A1xty
1
t`hIpzt ă r0q `A2xty1t`hIpr0 ď zt ă r0 ` , q
˘
Ipzt`h ă r0 ` q
‰ ›››››
2
“ ››B11A2Σxph, r0, r0 ` ,´8, r0qA11 `B11A2Σxph, r0, r0 ` , r0, r0 ` qA12››2
ď }B1}2 }A2}2 }Σxph, r0, r0 ` ,´8, r0q}2 }A1}2 ` }B1}2 }A2}22 }Σxph, r0, r0 ` , r0, r0 ` q}
ď a22k0σ2xpp1´δ1{2´δ2{2 ` 2p1´δ2q,
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and››B1pη1, η2q1Σy,1,2ph, r0 ` q››2 “
››››› 1n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
B11E
“
yty
1
t`hIpzt ă r0 ` , zt`h ě r0 ` q
‰ ›››››
2
“ ››B11A2Σxph, r0, r0 ` , r0 ` ,`8qA12››2 ď }B1}2 }A2}22 }Σxph, r0, r0 ` , r0 ` ,`8q}2
ď a22k0σ2xp1´δ2 .
The proof for the case  ă 0 is similar.
Lemma 5. Under Conditions 1-9, if n ą 2h0, for any  P pη1´ r0, η2´ r0q, with true k0, when p
is large enough, we have Gpr0q “ 0 and
Gpr0 ` q ě
$&% a21d2ρ202p2´δ1´δmin{2  ă 0,a21d2ρ202p2´δ2´δmin{2  ą 0,
where a1 satisfies that }Ai}2 ě a1p1{2´δi{2 for i “ 1, 2.
Proof: Note that
tr
»–Q12 ´ Q1 B1 ¯
¨˝
Q11
B11
‚˛Q2
fifl “ trpQ12Q1Q11Q2q ` trpQ12B1B11Q2q
“ k0t1´ rDpMpQ2q,MpQ1qqs2u ` trpQ12B1B11Q2q.
On the other hand,
tr
»–Q12 ´ Q1 B1 ¯
¨˝
Q11
B11
‚˛Q2
fifl “ trpQ12Q2q “ k0.
Hence trppQ12B1B11Q2q “ k0rDpMpQ2q,MpQ1qqs2. In Lemma 2 we know that under Condition
4, there exists two positive constants a1 ă a2 such that a1p1{2´δi{2 ď }Ai}2 ď a2p1{2´δi{2 for
i “ 1, 2. Condition 9 indicates that }B11Q2}22 ě trpQ12B1B11Q2q{k0 ě d2, and Condition 4 implies
that }B11A2}22 ě a21d2p1´δ2 . On the other hand, }B11Q2}22 ď trpQ12B1B11Q2q ď k0d2, and we have
}B11A2}22 ď a22d2k0p1´δ2 .
If δ1 ă δ2, by Theorem 9 in Merikoski and Kumar (2004), we have
Gpr0 ` q ě }B11Σy,1,1ph1˚ , r0 ` q}22
“ ››B11A2 `Σxph1˚ , r0, r0 ` ,´8, r0qA11 `Σxph1˚ , r0, r0 ` , r0, r0 ` qA12˘ ››22
ě }B11A2}22 ¨ }Σxph1˚ , r0, r0 ` ,´8, r0qA11 `Σxph1˚ , r0, r0 ` , r0, r0 ` qA12}2min
ě }B11A2}22 ¨ }Σxph1˚ , r0, r0 ` ,´8, r0q}2min}A11}22
´}B11A2}22}Σxph1˚ , r0, r0 ` , r0, r0 ` q}22}A2}22
ě a21d2ρ202p2´δ1´δ2 ´ a22d2k0σ4x4p2´2δ2 .
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If δ1 ě δ2,
Gpr0 ` q ě }B11Σy,1,2ph1˚ , r0 ` q}22
“ ››B11A2 `Σxph2˚ , r0, r0 ` , r0 ` ,`8qA12˘ ››22
ě }B11A2}22 ¨ }Σxph2˚ , r0, r0 ` , r0 ` ,`8qA12}2min
ě a21d2ρ202p2´2δ2 .
If p is large enough, we have Gpr0 ` q ě a21d2ρ202p2´δ2´δmin{2 when  ą 0. By the definition and
Lemma 4, we can prove conclusions for  “ 0 and  ă 0 in a similar fashion.
Lemma 6. Under Conditions 1-7, if pδ1{2`δ2{2n´1{2 “ op1q, with true k0, as n, p Ñ 8, it holds
that
E}Bipη1, η2q ´Bipη1, η2q}22 ď Cpδi`δminn´1, for i “ 1, 2.
Proof: Let Yt “ xt,qxt`h,`Itph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´ Erxt,qft`h,`Itph, c1, c2, c3, c4qs, where xt,q is the q-th
entry in xt, and c1, c2, c3, c4 are real numbers in rη1, η2s, ´8, or `8. Condition 2 indicates that
there exists a positive constant σy such that EY
2γ
t ă σ2γy , and σy ă ∆c1,c2∆c3,c4σ2x. Thus, if
n ą 2h0, by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, Jensen’s inequality, Proposition 2.5 in Fan and Yao
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(2003) and Lemma 1,
1
pn´ hq4E
˜
n´hÿ
t“1
Y 4t
¸
ď 16
n4
n´hÿ
t“1
EpY 4t q `
32
`
4
1
˘
n4
ÿ
t1ăt2
EpY 3t1Yt2q `
32
`
4
2
˘
n4
ÿ
t1ăt2
EpY 2t1Y 2t2q
`16
`
4
2
˘`
2
1
˘
n4
ÿ
t1‰t2,t2‰t3
t1‰t3
EpY 2t1Yt2Yt3q `
16 ¨ 4!
n4
ÿ
t1ăt2ăt3ăt4
EpYt1Yt2Yt3Yt4q
ă 16σ
4
y
n3
` 160σ
4
y
n2
` 192σ
4
y
n
` 384
n4
ÿ
t1ăt2ăt3ăt4
t3´t2ďh
EpYt1Yt2Yt3Yt4q ` 384n4
ÿ
t1ăt2ăt3ăt4
t3´t2ąh
EpYt1Yt2Yt3Yt4q
ă 368σ
4
y
n
` 384hpn´ 2hq
3σ4y
n4
` 384
n4
ÿ
t1ăt2ăt3ăt4
t3´t2ąh
CovpYt1Yt2 , Yt3Yt4q ` EpYt1Yt2qEpYt3Yt4q
ă 752hσ
4
y
n
` 768σ
4
y
n2
n´2hÿ
u“1
αpuq1´2{γ
`3072
n4
˜
n´hÿ
t1“1
n´hÿ
t2“1
|CovpYt1 , Yt´2q|
¸
¨
˜
n´hÿ
t3“1
n´hÿ
t4“1
|CovpYt3 , Yt´4q|
¸
ă 16p47h` 48αqσ
4
y
n
` 48σ
4
y
n2
˜
n´2hÿ
u“1
αpuq1´2{γ
¸2
ď 16p47h` 48α` 192α
2qσ4y
n
.
It follows,
E}pΣxph, c1, c2, c3, c4q ´Σxph, c1, c2, c3, c4q}42 ď ∆c1,c2∆c3,c416p47h` 48α` 192α2qk40σ80n´1. (17)
For the interaction terms of the common component and noise, since they are independent, similar
to proof in Lemma 2, we can obtain that
E
››› 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
Aixtε
1
t`h,jItph, c1, c2, c3, c4q
›››4
2
ď a
4
2p
2´2δi
pn´ hq4E
˜
k0ÿ
m“1
pÿ
`“1
n´hÿ
t“1
px2t,m2t`h,j,`Itph, c1, c2, c3, c4q
¸2
ď 4a42k20σ80p4´2δin´2, (18)
and
E
››› 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
εt,ix
1
tA
1
jItph, c1, c2, c3, c4q
›››4
2
ď a
4
2p
2´2δj
pn´ hq4E
˜
k0ÿ
m“1
pÿ
`“1
n´hÿ
t“1
p2t,i,mx2t`h,`Itph, c1, c2, c3, c4q
¸2
ď 4a42k20σ80p4´2δjn´2, (19)
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for i, j “ 1, 2. For the noise,
E
››› n´hÿ
t“1
εt,iε
1
t`h,jph, c1, c2, c3, c4q
›››4
2
ď 1pn´ hq4E
˜
pÿ
m“1
pÿ
`“1
n´hÿ
t“1
2t,i,m
2
t`h,`Ipc1, c2, c3, c4q
¸2
ď 16σ80p4n´2, (20)
for i, j “ 1, 2. Similar to the proof of Lemma 2, with (17)-(20), it can be shown that there exists
a positive constant C such that
E}pΣy,i,jph, η1, η2q ´Σy,i,jph, η1, η2q}42 ď C1p4´2δi´2δjn´1 ` C2p4n´2.
for i, j “ 1, 2.
If pδ1{2`δ2{2n´1{2 “ op1q, by Lemma 2, we have
E}Mipη1, η2q ´Mipη1, η2q}22
ď 4h0
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
E}pΣy,i,jph, η1, η2q ´Σy,i,jph, η1, η2q}42
`4h0
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
2}Σy,i,jph, η1, η2q}2 ¨ E}pΣy,i,jph, η1, η2q ´Σy,i,jph, η1, η2q}22
ď Cp4´δi´δminn´1.
Together with (22), following the proof for Theorem 1 in Lam et al. (2011), we can reach the
conclusion.
Lemma 7. Under Conditions 1-9, if n ą 2h0, for any  P pη1 ´ r0, η2 ´ r0q, with true k0,
E| pGpr0 ` q ´Gpr0 ` q|
ď
$’’’&’’’%
C1p
2n´1 ` C2p2´δ1{2´δmin{2n´1{2 ` C32p2´δ1`δ2{2´δmin{2n´1{2  ă 0,
C1p
2n´1  “ 0,
C1p
2n´1 ` C2p2´δ2{2´δmin{2n´1{2 ` C32p2`δ1{2´δ2´δmin{2n´1{2  ą 0.
Proof: Since r0 P pη1, η2q, it follows by the definition
MpBiq “MpBipη1, η2qq.
Then there exists a pp ´ k0q ˆ pp ´ k0q orthogonal matrix Vi such that Bi “ Bipη1, η2qVi for
i “ 1, 2. Hence,
Gprq “
2ÿ
i“1
}V1Bipη1, η2q1MiprqBipη1, η2qV}2 “
2ÿ
i“1
}Bipη1, η2q1MiprqBipη1, η2q}2.
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By the definition of pGprq we have,
| pGprq ´Gprq|
ď
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
i“1
2ÿ
j“1
›››pBipη1, η2q1 pΣy,i,jph, rqpΣy,i,jph, rq1 pBipη1, η2q
´Bipη1, η2q1Σy,i,jph, rqΣy,i,jph, rq1Bipη1, η2q
›››
2
ď
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
i“1
2ÿ
j“1
”››pBipη1, η2q1 pΣy,i,jph, rq ´Bipη1, η2q1Σy,i,jph, rq››22
` 2››Bipη1, η2q1Σy,i,jph, rq››2 ¨ ››pBipη1, η2q1 pΣy,i,jph, rq ´Bipη1, η2q1Σy,i,jph, rq››2ı
ď
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
i“1
2ÿ
j“1
”´
}pBipη1, η2q}2 ¨ ››pΣy,i,jph, rq ´Σy,i,jph, rq››2
` }pBipη1, η2q ´Bipη1, η2q››2 ¨ }Σy,i,jph, rq}2¯2
`2}Bipη1, η2q1Σy,i,jph, rq}2
´
}pBipη1, η2q}2}pΣy,i,jph, rq ´Σy,i,jph, rq}2
`}pBipη1, η2q ´Bipη1, η2q}2}Σy,i,jph, rq}2¯ff
“
2ÿ
i“1
2ÿ
j“1
rLi,j,1prq ` Li,j,2prqs . (21)
When  ą 0, by Lemmas 1-6, we have
EpL1,1,1pr0 ` qq ď C1p2n´1 ` C24p2`δ1´2δ2`δminn´1,
EpL1,1,2pr0 ` qq ď C1p2´δ1{2´δ2{2n´1{2 ` C22p2´δ2n´1{2 ` C34p2`δ1{2´2δ2`δmin{2n´1{2,
EpL1,2,1pr0 ` qq ď C1p2n´1 ` C22p2`δ1´2δ2`δminn´1
EpL1,2,2pr0 ` qq ď C1p2´δ2n´1{2 ` C22p2`δ1{2´2δ2`δmin{2n´1{2,
EpL2,1,1pr0 ` qq ď C1p2n´1, L2,1,2pr0 ` q “ 0,
EpL2,2,1pr0 ` qq ď C1p2n´1, L2,2,2pr0 ` q “ 0.
When  ą 0, it follows,
E| pGpr0 ` q ´Gpr0 ` q| ď C1p2n´1 ` C2p2´δ2{2´δmin{2n´1{2 ` C32p2`δ1{2´δ2´δmin{2n´1{2.
Proof of Theorem 1. When r1 ď r0 and r2 ě r0, under Condition 4, similar to Lemmas 2 and
3, we can show that
}Σy,1,1ph, r1, r2q}2 “ }A1Σx,1,1ph, r1, r2qA11}2 ď Cp1´δ1 ,
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}Σy,1,2ph, r1, r2q}2 “ }A1Σx,1,2ph, r1, r2qA12}2 ď Cp1´δ1{2´δ2{2,
and
E}Σy,1,jph, r1, r2q ´ pΣy,1,jph, r1, r2q}22 ď Cp2n´1, for j “ 1, 2.
It follows
}xM1pr1, r2q ´M1pr1, r2q}2
ď
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
´
}pΣy,1,jph, r1, r2q ´Σy,1,jph, r1, r2q}22
` 2}Σy,1,jph, r1, r2q}2 ¨ }pΣy,1,jph, r1, r2q ´Σy,1,jph, r1, r2q}2¯
“ Oppp2´δ1{2´δmin{2n´1{2q. (22)
Under Condition 5, with Theorem 9 in Merikoski and Kumar (2004), we have
}M1pr1, r2q}min ě
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
››A1Σx,1,jph, r1, r2qA1jAjΣx,1,jph, r1, r2qA11››min
ě
2ÿ
j“1
}A1}2min}Σx,1,jph1, r1, r2q}2min}Aj}2min “ Opp2´δ1´δminq.
Following the proof of Theorem 1 in Liu and Chen (2016), we can obtain thatDpMppQ1pr1, r2qq,MpQ1qq “
Opppδ1{2`δmin{2n´1{2q.
Proof of Proposition 1. Similar to the proof of Lemma 5, we can see that when r ‰ r0,
Gprq ą 0.
Proof of Theorem 2. Since Gprq ě 0 and Gpr0q “ 0, if pδ1{2`δ2{2n´1{2 “ op1q, let g0 “
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a21d
2ρ20p
2´δ2´δmin{4, then we have
P ppr ą r0 ` q “ P r pGpr0q ą pGpprq, pr ą r0 ` s
“ P
” pGpr0q ´Gpr0q ą pGpprq ´Gpprq `Gpprq, pr ą r0 ` ı
“ P
” pGpr0q ´Gpr0q `Gpprq ´ pGpprq ` 3
2
g0
2 ´Gpprq ą 3
2
g0
2, pr ą r0 ` ı
ď P
” pGpr0q ´Gpr0q ą 1
2
g0
2
ı
` P
” pGpprq ´Gpprq ą 1
2
g0
2, pr ą r0 ` ı
`P
”3
2
g0
2 ´Gpprq ą 1
2
g0
2, pr ą r0 ` ı
ď P
”ˇˇ pGpr0q ´Gpr0qˇˇ ą 1
2
g0
2
ı
` P
”ˇˇ pGpprq ´Gpprqˇˇ ą 1
2
g0
2, pr ą r0 ` ı
`P
”
Gpprq ă g02, pr ą r0 ` ı
ď 2C1p
2
g02n
` 2C1dp
2´δ2{2´δmin{2
g0n1{2
ď Cp
δ2{2`δmin{2
n1{2
.
Proof of Theorem 3. When pr ą r0, for any  ą 0, Lemmas 2-4 imply that
}xM1pr0 ` q ´M1pr0 ` q}2
ď
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
´
}pΣy,1,jph, r0 ` q ´Σy,1,jph, r0 ` q}22
`2}Σy,1,jph, r0 ` q}2 ¨ }pΣy,1,jph, r0 ` q ´Σy,1,jph, r0 ` q}2¯
“ Oppp2n´1q `Oppp2´δ1{2´δmin{2n´1{2q `Oppp2´δ2{2´δmin{2n´1{2q
“ Oppp2´δ1{2´δmin{2n´1{2q `Oppp2´δ2{2´δmin{2n´1{2q. (23)
Under Conditions 4 and 8, it follows from Lemma 1,
}Σy,1,1ph, r0 ` q ´Σy,1,1ph, r0q}2
“
››› 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
Etyty1t`hrIpzt ă r0 ` , zt`h ă r0 ` q ´ Ipzt ă r0, zt`h ă r0qsu
›››
2
“
››› 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
Etyty1t`hrIpzt ă r0 ` , r0 ď zt`h ă r0 ` q ` Ipr0 ď zt ă r0 ` , zt`h ă r0qsu
›››
2
“
›››A1Σxph,´8, r0, r0, r0 ` qA12 `A2Σxph, r0, r0 ` , r0, r0 ` qA12
`A2Σxph, r0, r0 ` , r0,`8qA11
›››
2
ď Opp1´δ1{2´δ2{2q `Op2p1´δ2q,
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and
}Σy,1,2ph, r0 ` q ´Σy,1,2ph, r0q}2
“
››› 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
Etyty1t`hrIpzt ă r0 ` , zt`h ě r0 ` q ´ Ipzt ă r0, zt`h ě r0qsu
›››
2
“
››› 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
Etyty1t`hrIpr0 ď zt ă r0 ` , zt`h ě r0 ` q ´ Ipzt ă r0, r0 ď zt`h ă r0 ` qsu
›››
2
“
›››A2Σxph, r0, r0 ` , r0 ` ,`8qA12 ´A1Σxph,´8, r0, r0, r0 ` qA12›››
2
ď Opp1´δ2{2´δmin{2q.
Hence,
}M1pr0 ` q ´M1}2
ď
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
››Σy,1,jph, r0 ` qΣy,1,jph, r0 ` q1 ´Σy,1,jph, r0qΣy,1,jph, r0q1››2
ď
h0ÿ
h“1
2ÿ
j“1
`}Σy,1,jph, r0 ` q ´Σy,1,jph, r0q}22
`2}Σy,1,jph, r0q}2 ¨ }Σy,1,jph, r0 ` q ´Σy,1,jph, r0q}2q
ď Op2p2´δ2´δminq `Opp2´δ1{2´δ2{2´δminq.
If pδ1{2`δ2{2n´1{2 “ op1q, together with (23), we have
}xM1pr0 ` q ´M1}2
ď }xM1pr0 ` q ´M1pr0 ` q}2 ` }M1pr0 ` q ´M1}2
“ Oppp2´δ1{2´δmin{2n´1{2q `Opp2´δ1{2´δ2{2´δminq `Op2p2´δ2´δminq.
Theorem 2 tells us if pr ą r0, |pr ´ r0| “ Opppδ2{2`δmin{2n´1{2q. Therefore,
}xM1pprq ´M1}2 “ Oppp2´δ1{2´δmin{2n´1{2q, if pr ą r0. (24)
If δ1 ă δ2, under Condition 5, by Theorems 6 and 9 in Merikoski and Kumar (2004),
}M1}min ě }Σy,1,1ph1, r0q}2min ě
››A1Σx,1,1ph1, r0qA11}2min
ě }A2}4min}Σx,1,1ph1, r0q}2min ě Cp2´2δ2 .
If δ1 ě δ2,
}M1}min ě }Σy,1,2ph1, r0q}2min ě
››A1Σx,1,2ph1, r0qA12}2min
ě }A1}2min}Σx,1,2ph1, r0q}2min}A2}2min ě Cp2´δ1´δ2 .
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Hence, }M1}min ě Cp2´δ1´δmin . Following the proof of Theorem 2 in Liu and Chen (2016),
together with (24) we obtain the results. Similarly we can prove that DpMppQ1pprq,MpQ1qq “
Opppδ1{2`δmin{2n´1{2q when pr ă r0.
Lemma 8. Let Bi˚ be a p ˆ pp ´ pkq orthogonal matrix such that MpBi˚ q PMpBiq for i “ 1, 2.
Under Conditions 1-4 and 10, for any Bi˚ ,
}B˚11 Σy,1,1ph, r0 ` q}2 “
$&% 0  ď 0,Opp1´δ1{2´δ2{2q `Op2p1´δ2q  ą 0,
}B˚11 Σy,1,2ph, r0 ` q}2 “
$&% 0  ď 0,Opp1´δ2q  ą 0,
}B˚12 Σy,2,1ph, r0 ` q}2 “
$&% Opp1´δ1q  ą 0,0  ď 0,
}B˚12 Σy,2,2ph, r0 ` q}2 “
$&% Opp1´δ1{2´δ2{2q `Op2p1´δ1q  ă 0,0  ě 0.
Proof: Note that for Bi˚ such that B
˚1
i Ai “ 0, following the proof of Lemma 4, we can reach the
conclusion.
Proof of Corollary 1: Similar to proof of Theorem 1 in Liu and Chen (2016).
Proof of Theorem 4: Under Conditions 1-9, if pδ1{2`δ2{2n´1{2 “ op1q, similar to the proof of
Theorem 1, we obtain that
››pBipη1, η2q ´Bipη1, η2q››2 “ Opppδi{2`δmin{2n´1{2q.
Since
pBipη1, η2q “ ´ pqi,k0`1pη1, η2q, . . . , pqi,pkpη1, η2q, pBi,pkpη1, η2q ¯ ,
we have
››pB
i,pkpη1, η2q ´Bi,pkpη1, η2q››2 ď ››pBipη1, η2q ´Bipη1, η2q››2 “ Opppδi{2`δmin{2n´1{2q, for i “ 1, 2.
With Lemma 7, similar to the proof of Theorem 2, we can complete the proof.
Proof of Theorem 5: Similar to proof of Theorem 3.
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